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State cuts may mean 
19 faculty lost here 
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By TAMMY SCARTON 
A total of 19 faculty positions may 
be eliminated if the General 
Assembly does not maintain current 
funding percentages on state budget 
formulas, according to James 
Madison University President Ronald 
Carrier. 
He told the JMU Board of Visitors 
the state legislature will be asked to 
"continue strong support for higher 
education through the budgetary 
process." 
The number of faculty JMU 
maintains is determined by a formula 
based on projected student 
enrollment, their credit hours and 
class standings, according to Dr. 
William Jackameit, director of in- 
ternal research and budget. 
The formula is adjusted every two 
years. One faculty position is alloted 
for every 20 students in freshman and 
sophomore level courses. One is 
allotted for every 14 students at the 
junior and senior level, one for every 
in graduate students and one for 
every eight advanced graduate 
students, he said. 
JMU EXPECTED 95 percent of its 
budget to be funded based on the 
'formula, but the state allocated funds 
for only 93 percent of the budget, 
according to Jackameit. The two- 
percent decrease is equivalent to 19 
full-time faculty positions, he said. 
"We are desperately trying to 
salvage those positions," said Dr. 
John Mundy. director of. ad- 
ministrative affairs. 
"The state only allowed us 93 
percent of the budget because that's 
all they could fund us at the time," 
Jackameit said. A letter requesting 
the restoration of these positions has 
been sent to the state, he added. 
The letter has already been ap- 
proved by the State Council of Higher 
Education, according to Mundy. It 
must then be approved by Gov. John 
Dalton. The ultimate decision rests 
with the General Assembly, which 
allocates funding, he said. 
JMU probably never will be funded 
inn percent7of the formula unless the 
state either gets more revenue or 
raises taxes, Mundy said. "William 
and Mary and maybe VMI operate at 
loo percent." he said. "Someday we 
hope to. too, but we aren't right now." 
•I DON'T KNOW if we will ever be 
funded 100 percent." said Dr. Thomas 
Stanton. vice-president of academic 
affairs. "You have two categories— 
the 'need to have' and the 'want to 
have.'" Stanton said. "It's lue a 
Christmas list—you don't always get 
everything you want." 
The university would not 
necessarily lose 19 full-time faculty 
memebers, Jackameit said. The loss 
could be eased by cutting the number 
of graduate assistants or part-time or 
summer-session faculty. "Some of the 
administrative faculty could be 
replaced with Civil Service em- 
ployees." he added 
See FACt'l TY, page 4 
Mary Rlakemore delivers a balloon -J fey Vo Naiaya bouquet to a student on his birthday 
This 
issue... 
Football roach 
Challace        McMillins 
contract lasts for three 
more years. See Sports 
commentary,   page  12. 
A JMU student 
operates ■ a part-time 
massaging business. 
See story, page 5. 
JMU student shot in off-campus apartment 
- JW* 
Park  Xparlmcnts Complex on Rocco Drive 
was (he site of what police call an apparent 
Photo by Yo NWV< 
murder attempt and a related suicide Monday 
evening 
By JEFF GAMMAGE 
A James Madison University student is in critical condition and 
her former boyfriend is dead following a shooting in the student's 
apartment Monday evening. 
Harrisonburg police said the shootings appear to be an at- 
tempted murder-suicide. 
Doris Ann Craig, a 23-year-old nursing student here, was shot at 
least once in the head, apparently by Steven Craig Frick, 24, of 
Martinsville, W. Va.. police said. Frick apparently then turned 
the gun on himself, according to police. He died at 11:40 p.m. 
Monday at University Hospital in Charlottesville, a spokesman 
there said. Craig remains in intensive care at University 
Hospital. 
Craig was wounded in the left temple, while Frick was shot in 
the right temple, according to Mike Dickerson, first person to 
reach the victims after the shooting. Dickerson is the apartment 
maintenance ~ "Tvigpr ^rPark Apartr""***- pa^ce would say 
only that both were shot in the head with a small caliber 
automatic pistol. 
The incident occurred at 232-B Rocco Drive of the Park 
Apartments Complex, just south of Roth Theatres. 
The shootings occurred soon after Craig's roommate, Cathy 
Dove, returned to the apartment about 6:30 p.m. Dove ran out of 
the apartment seconds later screaming that Frick was inside and 
had a gun. Frick apparently was beating Craig when Dove en- 
tered. 
Dickerson said he first knew something was wrong when Dove 
ran up to him and said Frick was in the apartment and Craig 
needed help. 
Dickerson entered the apartment shortly after the shootings. 
He found "a mess, just messy in general." The victims were lying 
on opposite sides of the room, their feet facing one another, 
Dickerson said. He said he did not hear any shots, and had en- 
tered the apartment only to see what was happening. 
Craig remained coherent throughout the ordeal, Dickerson 
said. "She was conscious and talked to me throughout the whole 
thing." he said. "She said she could not believe he had done it" 
See SHOT, page 4 
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Directories delayed 
By .IAMBS DKMvBY 
The .phqiK?   directory   for 
James   Madtson   university 
will arrive by mid-November. 
/'   acWrinR   to   the   Office   of 
University Relations 
"Tn fact it may come .out 
early." said Liz . Knight, 
secreta ry to"the vice president 
for university relations. 
JMU gathers information 
needed for the directory at 
registration. The school sends 
the information to University 
Directories of Chapel Hill. 
N.C.. who then has 45 days to 
produce (he directory 
The university waited a 
week to send the required 
information this year so that 
commuter student phone 
numbers could be included. 
Despite this delay, 
university relations believes it 
will not take much longer than 
if they had not waited. 
"Actually, we're hoping to 
meet the same deadline." 
Knight said. 
This year's temporary 
directory, issued the first 
week of classes, was made up 
from last year's directory. If a 
student was not listed in last 
year's directory, the most 
recent known number was 
used. Thi= «-»«<»H«4 b^jmauy 
hometown . «iiooers^lWng 
listed 
Because JMU waited, those 
same numbers will not ap- 
pear in the permanent 
directory 
Career Day 
sponsored 
By JFFF BII.VFU 
The James Madison 
University Social Work 
Organization sponsored a 
Human Services Career Day 
on Wednesday, Oct. 21 in the 
Warren University • Union 
South Ballroom. 
Representatives from a 
variety of agencies were 
present to answer students' 
questions about career op- 
portunities in the field of 
human j>ervices. 
About twenty agency 
representatives attended the 
program. 
*•••+****++* **••••+•*•+—••*••••• »»»»»»»»»» 
A&P 
Busch Bottles 
6/12 oz  $2.19 | 
Old Mill 
6/12 oz  $2.09 j 
Miller Lite 
6/12oz $1.99 | 
Pepsi, Mt. Dew, Diet 
Pepsi 8/16 oz 
$1.39 & deposit I 
Jeno'$ frozen pizzas 12oz    .99 
Scott towels (jumbo roll)      .59 
Eight O'clock Coffee 
fresh ground 3 lbs       5.99 ! 
Pumpkins all sizes .99 
fled Gropes .79/b 
Bart left Pears .38 lb 
Grill Master franks .79 
Old Carolina Bacon       .99lb \ 
Smoked Picnics .69 b 
Gwaltney Great dogs       .99 lb 
Claussen Pickles quart 
Master Charge 
Visa 
HOWARD 
JoMnsonS 
olebtaM/umJ 
Port Republic 
1-81 
434-M55 
NOW OPEN 24 HOURS 
Mi EARLY BIRD 
10:30 pm • 6:30 am only 
2 EGGS (ANY STYLE) 
COFFEE $.99 TOAST 
Jeans Misses & Juniors ±jQQ 
Lycra Comfort Stretch 
our price   $29.99 
Reg. price $36.00 
Regular 
our price  $23.99 
Reg. price $29.00 
rCOUNTRY CASUALSu 
Next to A&P 
First Quality Brand Names for less. 
Mon-Fri 9:30-900 Sat. 9.30-6:00 
COLLEGE 
* 
* 
J 
* 
AMS NOW FORMING 
POSTPONED TO A LATER DATE 
* Winning Team Advances to Southern Regional 
Competetion     v 
ALL EXPENSES PAID !!! Questions from Trivia to Calculus 
Be The™ WJ?C Ballroom 
JDcgiHnlng November 2n<fr" 
* 
* 
* 
* 
i 
>——#—»»»———»»»»#«»#——— 4f+*44*++**+++++*< 
J Watch For These Tournaments } Backgammon- Nov. 2 Room A 7 pm 
* Chess- Nov. 2 Room B   7:30 pm 
4 Billiards-Nov. 2 Gameroom 7 pm 
J Darts- Nov. 2 Gameroom 7 pm 
J Bowling-TBA Valley Lanes j *Video Games- Nov. 4 Gameroom 7 pm 
J      Individual Winners compete in Regional Tournament 
* • No Regional Tournament - Trophy awarded to winner 
»Individual and or team sign up for all events is at the J Information Desk 
* 
* 
* 
$ 
i *»»•»»»** 
* 
* 
* 
* 
$1.25 registration fee  per person for each event. 
For more information call 6321 
Till' RRFFZF Thursday. October 22. 1981, Page 3 
Probable return more than twice budget 
UPB may generate $ 180,000 in ticket sales 
»h TFRffl  IONFS    ^^^ 
The i .^VflflpBoard. budgeted at 
$<MI IMM) thisyear.will probably generate twice 
this amount in tickets sales this year, ac- 
cording to Jerry Weaver, associate director of 
programming. 
In previous years the UPB has almost 
always raised three times their budget in 
revenue This revenue is necessary to com- 
pensate for the difference between ex- 
penditures and budgeted money. Weaver said. 
-He noted that the UPB programs all-dames - 
Madison University movies and concerts along 
with many campus lectures. 
"We try to live within the parameters of 
$7000 loss. Fortunately, there was enough 
"JljMPfefrthe contingency fund to cover 
this loss, lie said. 
Losses such as these generally occur in 
spring when an anticipated sell-out concert 
fails and there is no time to recoup lost money, 
Weaver said. 
When Jimmy Buffett came to JMU, a sell-out 
audience was expected, according to Steve 
Doyle. UPB chairman. But the concert did not 
do as well as the UPB had calculated and failed 
to- Itrffik even. Doyhrsat* 
On each anticipated sell-out concert, tickets 
are priced according to what it will take to 
break even. Doyle said   He added $10 is the 
In previous yean the UPB has almost always 
raised three times their budget in revenue 
what the SGA can give." Weaver said. "If we 
get cut. we can raise revenues and they know 
that " 
The UPB usually accumulates surplus 
money within the course of the year due to a 
large number of break-even or profit events. 
When this occurs, they schedule several spring 
"give-away" or low-priced concerts such as 
the Tom Chapin and Gallagher shows last 
year. 
"We try to spend all allocated money and 
revenues without going in the red," Weaver 
said. He noted a $0 end-of-the-year balance is 
ideal. 
IN TIIF FVFNT that money is leftover, 
excess funds are placed in a SGA contingency 
account. This money is available to recoup 
possible UPB losses the following year. 
Weaver noted in 1979-80. the UPB suffered a 
ceiling price for tickets and $35,000 is top 
salary for a band. 
When a concert is not expected to sell-out, 
ticket price is based on popularity and size of 
the band, along with what the band considers 
their normal salary. 
"Most of the time, we don't break even on 
concerts." Doyle said. 
But money lost on concerts is usually gained 
on movies. A movie currently costs the UPB 
$200 to $700. depending on its popularity, age 
and type (35 mm. or 16 mm). With a sell-out 
audience of 630 at four shows, a movie can 
make a profit of over $2000. 
BIT NOT EVERY movie sells out, ac- 
cording to Weaver. He said quite a few lose 
money. So far about four movies this year have 
failed to break even. Weaver said 
"Generally we don't charge (admission) for 
Photo by Yo N*a«V* 
TIIF      INVIFRSITY      PROGRAM   HOARn.prognimsall 
lames Madison I'nviersity movies and concerts. 
more than one out 
of three speakers," Doyle said. He noted it is virtually impossible 
to attract a crowd when an admission fee is charged. "So if we 
can get a capacity crowd without charging, I am satisfied," he 
See UPB. page 8 
Cadavers provided by JMU for student use 
By VM, lll'LCE      . 
James Madison University 
is among the few schools in 
Virginia which provides 
cadavers for student science 
labratory classes. 
The biology department 
owns 13 cadavers, but human 
anatomy professor Dr. James 
Grimm said they "wished 
they could have more." He 
said "it's becoming more 
difficult i to get)  cadavers." 
Robert  Graves,  a   human 
anatomy professor, noted that 
in the last several years the 
department has gotten more 
cadavers than usual. As a 
result, there is no more room 
in the tank where the bodies 
are kept. The cadavers are 
stored in Burruss Hall. 
Graves said the only other 
schools he knows of where 
students have access to 
cadavers is the medical school 
of the University of Virginia 
and      Eastern      Mennonite 
College. The cadavers are 
used for demonstration at 
those schools, he said. 
JMU   buys   the   cadavers 
from the Virginia Depairtxn^nt. 
of Health in Richmond. They 
cost $600 each, as opposed to 
$125 each in 1968. 
Graves said the biology 
department has spent $8,000 to 
$io.ono on the cadavers. The 
figures include all equipment 
necessary to disect and 
preserve the bodies, he said. 
Parachuting 
JMU students make first jump at 3,000 feet 
By \NN RICHARDSON 
The Outing Club, regularly offering popular 
alternatives for James Madison University 
weekends, recently entered the realm of 
parachuting at Dublin Airport. 
On Saturday morning. Oct. 10, 22 James 
Madison University students jumped from an 
airplane at 3.000 feet. They had 
automatically-pulled parachutes and reserve 
chutes. 
Only one of the students bad previously 
jumped, while four others had never ridden 
on a plane before. 
The coordinators of the trip, Michael 
Ba linger and Patricia Barnes, organized the 
jump through the New River Valley 
Parachuting Center at Dublin Airport, 
located near Blacksburg. Va. 
For first-time jumpers, the total price is 
$45 which includes $30 for the initial training 
and $15 for the actual jumping fees. Each 
jump thereafter costs an additional $15. 
HFOISNFR'S TRAINING  includes a film 
and a three-hour safety program "where you 
learn every malfunction that could possibly 
happen but never does." Balinger said. 
On the day of the jump, students learn 
V ■  i'  i.'. i ■' ) I   i     ). nn'-iff »' '«.' ! '.   • i.   I '. 
landing techniques by falling at ground-level, 
at a two-foot level and a four-foot level. The 
impact from a jump is greater at four feet 
than at 3.000 feet, according to Balinger. 
After a final orientation to the plane, the 
parachuters are ready for their jump. "Of 
course, they don't allow you to go up until 
they feel you ar qualified." Barnes said. . 
According to the student progression 
outlined by the American Parachuting 
Association, all students must complete five 
static-line jumps before continuing on to 
more difficult maneuvers. 
A static-line jump requires each student be 
connected to a 30-foot rip cord that pulls open 
the parachute. 
RESERVE CIII'TF is also worn as a 
precautionary measure, but is rarely used. 
Rarnes said 
Students showed such an overwhelming 
interesUhat trip coordinators have schedules 
another jump for Saturday. Nov. k. 
While the center is primarily concerned 
with providing a safe and enjoyable ex- 
perience for its patrons, it readily displays 
another of their concerns in their motto: 
your check bounces — so do you." 
TUP MONFY TO buy the 
cadavers comes from funds 
allocated to biology classes 
for operational use. 
The number of available 
cadavers varies fn/..»year to 
year. Grimm said. JMU is 
ranked only behind medical 
schools in preference for the 
cadavers, probably because 
the university was one of the 
first colleges to get them, he 
said. 
Many of the cadavers died 
of natural causes, Grimm 
said. "Most are taken from 
mental institutions," he ad- 
ded. Others are people that 
had no relatives, and as a 
result are held by the state to 
be claimed. After a specific 
time, they are donated to the 
Virginia Department of 
Health. 
"I've had a couple (of 
students) that wouldn't touch 
them." Grimm said. "But I've 
seen only one person who 
responded in any outward 
hysteria. One girl walked in. 
saw the cadaver and just 
started screaming." He 
talked to the student outside of 
class, explaining that as a 
labratory student, one has to 
regard the cadaver as a 
working model. 
"You've got to disassociate 
that they are not human and 
that their soul has departed." 
Grimm added. 
Grimm also said he had one 
male student who did not think 
that girls should be allowed to 
look at the nude bodies. 
Grimm said he said he came 
in the next day to find shorts 
on all of the cadvers. 
humans." Grimm said. "This 
is probably because students 
associate cats as being pets." 
CADAVERS ARE 
I'SFARI.E for four to five 
years. After maximum use 
they are sent back to the 
Virginia Department of 
Health where they are 
cremated and given a burial 
service. 
Students can get one hour's 
credit per semester dissecting 
the cadavers. Graves said 
that it takes about Five hours a 
day. five days a week, but the 
students can work at their own 
pace. Biology 497 (Problems 
in Biology) students are 
elegible for this special 
project. Students are able to 
learn the body in detail since 
each one takes a section of the 
body and totally examines it. 
Grimm said that of the 225— 
300 human anatomy students 
a year, "at least half go into 
the medical field." Sellers 
noted. "All you have to do is 
be a student in Human 
Anatomy to be able to work 
with cadavers." 
Graves said some art 
students take the course to 
help them draw precise 
human figures. 
Cadavers enable students to 
touch, feel and probe in order 
to learn about human stuc- 
tures. At the end of the 
semester, each student must 
pass a practical exam in order 
to pass the course. 
"We treat (the cadavers) 
with the utmost respect," 
Grimm said. 
"Labratory is the rein- 
forcement of learning." 
Sellers said. "I really think 
our students are lucky to have 
—— 
ais i s .Tve gotten more negative    l  
tt
    " responses from working with this opportunity" of working 
J , cats    we    use    than    with with cadavers. 
•^^"^^   
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* Shot 
(Continued from page 1 > 
Frick appeared to be con- 
scious but was unable to 
speak. Dickerson said 
A police spokesman said. 
••As far as we know, there 
were only two rounds fired." 
Police said they had no ex- 
planation for three live rounds 
found in the apartment. 
Police said they do not know 
who owns the gun. or how it 
came to Frick. 
Detective Danny Clayton 
said police have not checked 
reports that Frick was treated 
in the psychiatric ward of 
Rockingham Memorial 
Hospital this summer. 
Frick's brother-in-law. 
Harry  B   Shank  of. Central 
* Faculty 
(Continued from page 1) 
"No one program will have 
to take the brunt of the pairl." 
Stanton said. "It will be 
spread out over all depart- 
ments ." He noted. "We will 
have to take into account 
which programs are in- 
creasing in popularity and 
which are decreasing." 
According to Mundy. "We 
will have to selectively cut 
positions, so the impact won't 
be too heavy in one particular 
department.". 
Certain programs may al$o 
be cut. Mundy said. He noted 
cutting programs is the least 
desirable alternative and 
other methods would be used 
first, if possible. 
Losing 19 faculty positions 
Avenue, confirmed Frick was 
treated there but said he did 
not know what was diagnosed. 
This is Craig's first 
semester at JMU. She 
graduated in . 1980 from 
Rridgewater College, where 
she majored in chemistry. 
Craig was taking 12 
semester hours here, ac- 
cording to Dr. Marcia Dake. 
head of the nursing program. 
Dake said she knows Craig 
"quite well." and that Craig is 
"a fine young lady, very fine." 
Dake could not remember the 
last time she spoke with Craig 
hut said she spoke with all the 
nursing students "fairly 
frequently." 
"would have a very serious 
negative impact on the quality 
of our program." Carrier told 
the Board of Visitors 
MINDV AGRFFD with 
Carrier's statement adding. 
"Anytime you cut anything, 
it's going to have an impact 
somewhere." 
Jackameit said three things 
might happen if the cuts are 
made. Certain sections of 
courses might be cut. 
resulting in bigger classes. 
The faculty's teaching load 
might be increased. Some of 
the non-teaching graduate 
assistant positions might be 
eliminated. 
Four graduate assistants 
are equivalent to one full-time 
faculty position. Jackameit 
said. 
Christopher Inn 
Correction 
The correct phone number 
for Christopher Inn is 
740-8802 
A. (IKore   goat   into a 
■than ju*t cassettes 
cst- 
~ Quality constructed in ric/\ 
walnut with hraU hardware. 
fiandcrafted in ike Shenandoah. Valley 
^X-nspired lo compliment fine sound 
system? atut good music. 
£0 unit cketl HO unit chest 
JJf.9T /3t 9f 
Send check or money order to: 
tffa'gn'lan.d   Qffocia&e* 
Harrtsonburg, Va. ZZSOf 
fi o. J3CH im 
Ut      l03/Z$9-93ib . 
[Jja. residents rnehi.dc   1% sales tas) 
mm 
COUPON 
o 
Q. 
=> 
o 
<->   SEAFOOD 
$1 25 
I 
UJii 
Take Time Out For The Good Things In Life.TM 
FISH PLATTER 
Present This Coupon And 
Buy One Fish Platter for $2.49        Second Platter   Q 
With Coupon 
Half Price 
ol 
And Get The 
Second 
88 Carlton St.   F'*h Platter for DO L-am oi    ■ — ■ ■ — ■—  , 
Harritonburg. VA. COUPON expires Oct. 31, 1981 J 
Bud Bottles $2.29 
Lite cans $2.29 
Bic Pens 4/1.00 
Canada Dry sodas $1.69 
7-up two liters $1.19 
FREE COFFEE MIDNIGHT TIL FIVE 
BEER BY THE CASE DISCOUNTS 
Checks, Food Stamps, Coupons welcome 
Port Republic Road open 34 hrs. 434-8805 
,  ,  
CPHESENTS 
DANCING ON FRIDAY AND SATURDAY 
Dante t# fur fmritr nt*4* mti rtqitst 
LwiM» 4:31-2 aa 
Ohlaf I an-4 ■■ 
SUNDAY RIBS &MDSKINS 
12MM - kpm 
SUNDAY OININC 5-9 •» 
51 Curt S|Mrr ***4 ari »ptraterf b| 
0»««tM» NanbMltfrt      «*-IDW       i^^ jfl|M99 4 
HrfMUli 
■»> 
/*  I 
SCHUTZ WAIT UOUOR 
DONT SAY BEER, SAY BULL! 
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'Rave Rubbing' can 
provide relaxation 
llv SWUY STONE 
It is now possible to get a 
total body massage in the 
comfort of one's own room. 
"Rave Rubbing" can put one 
in a state of total relaxation. 
Terry Robinson, a graduate 
student at James Madison 
University, began the service. 
He recommends massages for 
athletes, dancers, those with 
study tension, stress or other 
problems. 
Robinson massages the 
body from head to toe. "Many 
people may be embarrassed 
about this, but you must build 
up a trust with people, and get 
them to start thinking about a 
total relaxation," Robinson 
said. 
Robinson has been giving 
massages for 15 years. He 
grew up in a family of 
athletes, where massages 
were common. He learned 
techniques of massage from 
his father. 
Robinson is a dance student 
at JMUand gives massages in 
his spare time He enjoys 
giving the massages, he said. 
He decided to practice his 
techniques at JMU when 
friends told him how much 
they enjoyed his massages 
and suggested he do it as a 
part-time job. 
Robinson said he is very 
serious about the massage. He 
realizes that        people, 
especially females, may be 
suspicious, nervous or em- 
barrassed. But he said. "If I 
approach the person with 
confidence, and she knows 
that it will be a good feeling, 
then she won't be worried 
about me getting fpee sex or 
anything . else ,K»i~ is 
associated with massage 
parlors." He added the 
massage "Is done with 
therapy in mind." 
Robinson said to give a good 
masasage one must know how 
to relax people. "Physical 
tension      is      related      to 
psychological tension, so in 
Riving a massage one must 
first try to relax the person 
psychologically, then proceed 
to a deep muscle massage 
after the person is totally 
relaxed." Robinson said. 
Robinson gave a demon- 
stration to the men's swim 
team Wednesday. He ex- 
plained his techniques as he 
massaged volunteer Dave 
Kennedy, a swim team 
member. 
Robinson explained he gives 
demonstrations to change 
people's attitudes toward 
massages. "People are less 
nervous after a 'demonstration 
when they realize how 
discreetly it's done," 
Robinson said. 
Lubricating oils are used for 
the massage, and Robinson 
uses only his hands. "You 
want to get the feeling of being 
coddled, cared for. and totally 
relaxed.'; he said. "I have not 
had anyone fall asleep on 
me." he add«d. "You get so 
relaxed, but you don't want to 
miss anything." 
Kennedy said at the 
beginning of the massage he 
felt a sudden loosening of his 
muscles After the massage 
he said. "My arms feel like 
they're floating and my legs 
feel like they don't want to 
move I'm totally relaxed." 
He added. "I definitely 
recommend it". 
Robinson charges a student 
rate of $10 for a massage. "I 
make house visits, so the 
person can just crash after the 
massage is over." Robinson 
said, "it's a very personalized 
kind of a thing." 
Robinson recommendes 
massages for everyone and 
said it can make one feel 
better about oneself and ones 
body He suggested a good 
time for a massage is at night 
before bed 
Robinson can be reached at 
883-2149 for massage ap- 
pointments. 
mto* *~«Hr^(in,fc.iw.p<«,V..{n*.1K,.rf-»,l 
. V-V-H- 
Photo by Carl Cottenbader 
I \MI\S M lUSION UNIVERSITY Murl.nl Torn Rohinson 
demonstrates mass-.am- to n member of the women s 
swim learn 
Pnge 6. Till" IIKFK/f: Thursday. October 22. 1981 
SGA passes bills 
proposing changes 
llv T\MMY \IOO\FY 
The Student Government 
Association Tuesday passed a 
bill proposing that two rows of 
parking spaces in Godwin lot 
he. changed back from faculty 
to commuter parking. 
The bill also called for 
additional lighting to be built 
in J-lot located next to the 
tennis courts on Dukes drive. 
The senate also passed a bill 
suggesting the repair of the 
sidewalk in front of fraternity 
building "A" which, houses 
Sigma Nu. Tau Kappa Alpha. 
Kappa Sigma and Pi Kappa 
Phi fraternities. The sidewalk 
was cracked last spring by a 
tractor doing electrical work. 
Replacing the sidewalk will 
prevent soil erosion that could 
result if the concrete is not 
repaired 
third passed bill proposed to 
widen the road behind White, 
Hanson and Chappelear halls 
to provide additional 
residential parking. This 
move would not take parking 
away from commuter 
students. 
The senate also passed a 
proposal that the entrance 
way to Z-lot be repaired. All 
four bills were sponsored by 
the Buildings and Grounds 
committee 
The Student Services 
committee would like students 
to call for increased faculty 
participation in the test bank. 
The test bank's purpose is to 
make available past tests 
from which students may 
study 
Only ten faculty members 
have submitted tests so far. 
The test bank is located in the 
reserve room of the library. 
In their committee meeting. 
Student Services voted down a 
proposal to hold a mock 
gubernatorial election among 
students. The project was left 
to JMU's different political 
organizations due to timed 
limitations. 
Later in the Senate meeting. 
Chairman Pro Tempore Sajan 
Thomas pushed forthe idea of 
a mock election saying this 
was a project for the SGA. 
The Food Service Advisory 
committee reported their 
discussions on the up-coming 
waste survey in Gibbons 
Dining Hall, vending machine 
policies and the possibility of 
having a student on the menu 
selection committee. 
H. Ken Elkins, C.L.U. 
Representing f,T^r]    Locally 
Since 1967 
Phone • 828-3373 
"Ensure When You Insure" 
l&QLUlMsD \f[ffim Jailer Circle 
£M3)       W&LZ(£M    433"1834 
with this ad, SKATE for only »'2J60 
SKATES INCLUDED any Thursday 
7:30-10:00 PM expires 1 T-81 
u 
Moman 
1 
4M-M7* 
university 
hairstylist 
(BeMad U4*'s>       433-9533 
ALL PERMS $27 
long hair extra 
Breeze personals are 
theu**tim*t thing to being there 
Call 6596 
* MIDWAY • 
* MARKET    * 
157 Warsaw Ave. 
Bud  12 pk. 
Busch bottles 
Michelob 
Moosehead 
Molson Ale, Beer 
& Golden 
Old Mill 12 pk. 
"Bull" bottles 
Strohs cans 
Schlitz cans 
Lite cans 
Schmidts 
Bud 
returnables (24} 
Old Mill to keg 
Bud to keg 
434-7948 
Th ursday-Sun day 
4.39 
1.99 
2.59 
3.19 
2.99 
3.79 
1.89 
1.99 
2.09 
2.19 
1.59 
7.99 
15.95 
20.49 
Old Mill to keg 
Bull to keg 
Busch to keg 
Tuborg to keg 
Coke 6-16 oz. btls. 
Pretzels 4 lbs. 
Chips 3 lbs. 
Cigarettes 
Cheese curls % lb. 
25.95 
28.95 
28.95 
21.95 
1.89 
3.99 
3.99 
4.89 
1.39 
Chips 1 lb. 
Slim Jims 
(box of 5) 
Cookies- 
Ice 10 lbs. 
1.79 
.89 
2/1.00 
.99 
"Don Giovanni'9 
by Mozart 
will beperformedby the 
GoldovskyGrand Opera Theater 
Tuesday, Oct. 278p.m. Wilson Hall 
Presented by the Fine Arfs Series 
of the 
JMU School of Fine Arts andCommunication y 
Tickets for JMU faculty, staff'and siSfrents are <K 
free from the University Program Board, 
Warren CampusCenter. 
General admission ticketsare 94 each and 
available from Centerpoint Books, 
Charles Mathias, Inc. and WCC. ' 
For more information, call the dean of the 
school at 433-6472. 
R.C00WV 
:::v:::vxv Awinner ^m     I 
every time! s5f9C^ 
~ff\\$2J5 
■y. 
.] 
V. 
I 
I 
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Book's promotion 
not due to religion 
Shoney's All-Amer ican Hamburger 
<tfft<fl iTCUC'll FriCS    NO wonder they call it All-American- 
* 
it's the kind of hamburger that made this country famous. 
Tender, tasty ground beef patty cooked just the 
way you like it. Served on a toasted bun with 
mustard and old-fashioned farm relish with a 
side order of our golden-brown French fries.    mmm^A   M*_» BIG BOY if RESTAURANTS 
SH0NEY& 
I 
I 
lly TXMMY SC'AlltON 
A flier promoting a book 
dealing with what may be the 
death shroud of Jesus Christ 
has been sent to all James 
Madison University faculty 
«v. and staff by Bookstore 
"Manager   William   Hancher. 
Hancher said he was not 
frying to force his personal 
religious beliefs on others by 
promoting or selling Verdict 
mi the sin oud The book deals 
with the Shroud of Turin, an 
ancient cloth which ap- 
parently retains an image of a 
man      resembling      Christ. 
He noted the bookstore 
several years ago sent out 
notices on another book. The 
Gulag Archipelago. by 
AleksandrSozhenitsyn. No 
honks besides these have ever 
received special promotion. 
Hancher said.        1 
"1 think it says in the book 
(Verdict on the Shrwidlthat 
either one or both of the 
authors are non-believers," 
Hancher said. "I felt the book 
nn the shroud and The Gulag 
' ucfiipclago were interesting 
hooks ..and I thought others 
would too." Hancher said. 
There has been one negative 
reaction to promotion of the 
book, but overall response has 
been positive. Hancher said. 
Sales for Verdict on the 
shrmid have been good but not 
great, he noted? "I don't know 
how many we sold, but T didn't 
expect it to go as well as Gulag 
because of the subject mat- 
ter " 
Hancher said sending out 
promotion notices more often 
would cost them their impact 
and effectiveness. "I feel that 
sending out the papers is an 
effective means of 
promotion." he said. "I fully 
intend to do it again, but I 
have no idea what the next 
book might be." 
The bookstore took orders 
for 170 copies of The Gulag 
XrchipHago. 12 to 14 of which 
were hardback, according to 
Hancher. "The salesman 
from Harpdr & Rowe told me 
that. more copies of Gulag 
were sold here at JMU than 
any other place in his region 
on the East Coast." he noted. 
The bookstore promotes 
books in December as 
Christmas gifts. They also 
promote them when the 
University Program Board 
has a guest author lecturing, 
he added. 
Hancher stressed a 20 
percent discount on promoted 
books is available to students 
as well as faculty and staff. 
"If a student wanted to order 
Verdict on the Shroud, he 
would get the 20 percent 
discount. " Hancher said. " 
The discount on special 
books is the only discount 
given to faculty by the 
bookstore, he noted. Hancher 
does not believe it is fair to 
students to offer faculty lower 
prices. 
Book popularity goes in 
cycles. Hancher said, adding 
that science fiction books are 
always popular with students. 
"How to write a resume" and 
"find a job" books are big. 
sellers, he said. "With many 
students now living off 
campus in apartments, cook- 
books and other books telling 
you how to do something are 
big sellers." Hancher said. 
Children's books also sell 
VflEu. he said?'"4H9be»K> m 
primary education and 
starting student teaching need 
the books. Hancher noted. 
Children's books are also a big 
seller at Christmas time 
HARRIS GARDENS 
APARTMENTS 
Country   atmosphere   with 
city   conveniences.   Two- 
bedroom apartments   now 
available Ideally suited* 
for  two roommates. $2 to 
per month, includes all 
utilities. One year leases. 
City    bus     transportation 
to our own bus stop.   Call 
Bob Rivera at 434-«M».       j 
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Distributing criteria 
released by SGA 
llv T\MMV MOONFV 
The Student Government 
Association Senate Finance 
Committee released the 
"Criteria and Procedure for 
Disbursement of Student Fees 
from the Contingency Ac- 
count" at the Senate meeting 
Tuesday afternoon. 
The contingency account 
presently contains $4611 
To receive money from this 
account. a group must be a 
recognized JMU organization 
with a chartered constitution. 
The group must be in good 
standing with the Office of 
Student Activities. 
The request for funds from 
the contingency account must 
bejtemized and in writing. It 
must then be proposed at a 
SGA senate meeting by any 
senator. It must be seconded 
and then presented in person 
at   the   next  Finance   Com- 
it UPB 
mittee meeting. 
Each group seeking funds 
submits a record of all its 
revenues and expenditures for 
the year's operation. The 
group's membership 
requirements and functions' 
must also be presented to the 
Finance Committee. 
Groups have to show need 
for    fnnding.     They     must 
estimate how many students 
will benefit directly and in- 
' directly        from the 
organization's endeavors. 
Groups seeking funding 
must exhaust all other sources 
of funding before appealing to 
the SGA ' 
The Finance Committee can 
approve, deny, table or 
partially approve each 
request.   . 
In turn, the Executive 
Council must approve or deny 
the senate's decision. 
TkeBwujSto* 
Tho Purpl* Building On Tho Court Squoro 
• Continued from page 8) 
said 
Jim Mapes. a hypnotist who has performed at JMU for the past 
several years, is one exception to this rule, according to Doyle. 
The UPB. which always breaks even on his show, could probably 
charge much more than )l and still attract a capacity crowd in 
Wilson Hall, Doyle noted. He added Mapes is paid about $1,000 for 
his performance.* 
Doyle said concerts, movies and speakers are selected by 
corresponding UPB committees. The committee finds out what 
is available and the cost of the event and then gets a "general 
feeling" about what the student body would like to see 
programmed. Decisions are made on these findings, he said. 
a
2 North Main St., HorrUonbyrg 
Optn Thursday c.._" .m'<ff*f1&* p.m. 
Opan Daily 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Master Charg* and Vila 
Men's * Ladles 
Leather Jackets 
aid 
Op Winter Wear 
Including 
l 
Jackets with 
zip off slew* 
Urge Croup of Ladies 
Leather - Corduroy 
BLAZERS 
-Wool 
Lay Away Now for Christmas 
Spaces Are Still 
Available In 
Mini-Courses 
for the second 
eight weeks 
Stop by UPB Office 
and sign up 
Monday, Oct. 26th. 
JAMES MADISON 
UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
BOARD 
& SKI CLUB PRESENT 
JeffemmviUe. Vermont 05464 
$156.50 
Includes ■■ lodging in slopeside condominiums 
mskiing on 3 mountains 
^special parties 
"live bands in The Village ^ 
January 2-7 
I    Stop by UPB office for further 
V information 
Ssssssssss?ssssssssss
^^ 
.- 
I 
r*v    ■> 
aND      ci ACFMFNT 
attend "Resume-Cover letter 
Reviews." * weekly Career planning 
and Placement service, held every 
Thursday. 9 11 30 a m Bring typed 
lesume in finished form tor individual 
staff assistance No appointments 
necessary. first-come first served 
basis 
Get the Kinks out of resumes by at- 
lending the workshop. "Resume 
Wnlmq" I 45 2 45 pm Oct. 27 Learn 
which techniques of resume writing are 
successful or unsuccessful, and how to 
prepare »n appropriate cover letter. The 
purpose, content types and mechanics of 
tesumes will be explained Sign up in 
advance       at       the       CP»P       office 
Attend "Writing Applications for 
Teaching Positions," a workshop held 
II ami? noon Oct. 38. Session one will 
discuss answers to questions on various 
applications forms, when to file and how 
to follow up Some general do's and 
don't's will also be suggested. Sign up in 
advance      at      the      CPlip      office 
Attend "Finding a Job in Business 
Regardless of Your Major." ■ CP8.P 
presentation for any major who is in- 
terested in a business career. Entry 
level jobs, work environments and 
backgrounds employers look for will be 
discussed. The presentation will be held 
'8pm Oct. IB in 101 Miller Auditorium. 
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Attend "Majors and Careers," a 
'ec'ui e on choosinq a major, identifying 
<aieer options and planntnq for future 
employment 7| p.m Oct. 27 in Room A. 
WCC The four-year decision-making 
in ncess will be examined and evaluated. 
PLANETARIUM 
'Pruasus     is     Back"    will    be    the 
■"•>-<••« turn theme  It will be shown at 7 
.i(,d 8 p rrt 
GUEST MIME ARTIST 
Guest mime  artist  Julia   Dean  will 
perform Oct  73, 3* p.m. and 7 y p.m. in 
Room 354, Godwin Hall. 
FACULTY PIANO RECITAL 
JMU Assistant professor Steven 
Buchanan will present a piano recital at 
8 pm Oct. ?fj in Anthony.Seeger 
Auditorium Works by Hayden will be 
featured 
JAZZBANO 
The JMU Jan Band will present a 
concert with the Shenandoah Con- 
servatory Jan Ensemble at 8 p.m. Oct. 
?» in Wilson Auditorium. Admission is 
free 
INTRAMURAL SIGN UP 
Intramural        table tennis        sign-up 
deadline  is  II  p.m   at the IM  bulletin 
board located across from Godwin 102. 
UNDERWATER HOCKEY 
■'.•ac'ice •neetuHi for Underwater 
H ckey 'earns will be held y'soil'W 
.1 m .■• fi. dwm Pr,„| Thf, iMm, 
sp-"sited by 01 OP Diveis. aieopon to 
anyone who has or is willing to learn 
 "'•'"•<' ••<'•"*   Contact Waiter Luti. 
•'.0    7488    no     18*1   r-r   rail   4311177   if 
 esied 
GRADUATION ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Oidi is lor cuadualion announcements 
•v." bi   taken io am  2 p m   in meeting 
P""m B   WCC. 
Dl SC I PL E SHIP LEADERSHIP 
The DiscipieshipLeadership session 
win be a study led by Rev. John 
Ciprnhavpi on "Justification by Faith " 
The session will be held 6 7 p.m. at the 
Student Centet  on South Mason Street 
CHRISTIANS CONCERNED 
Chnstians Concerned for Peace and 
Justice will mee! al 7'30 p.m. in Room C 
WCC, The purpose is fo initiate, 
piomole, encourage and educate people 
m the Shenandoah VaMey of peace and 
tustice issues here in the reqion and 
aiound the world For further in- 
formation contact Kevin Mondlach at 
131 4436 or Rev Bill LaFratta a! 433- 
8711 
CANTERBURY ASSOCIATION 
'he ran'eibuiy Association meets .•' 
'10 i) m a' Pminanuot Fpiscnpdi 
fhuich 
CAMPUS MASSES 
Masses on campus are held—4 p.m. 
Thursdays.   Religious   Center:   s   p.m.' 
Saturdays, Room  O    WCC;  10.10 a.m. 
and 12 noon, Sundays. Ballroom. WCC 
KAPPA DELTA PI 
App'tcations     lor      membership     to 
Kappa Delta Pi aie due. 
JAYCEES 
The Jaycees Club will meet at r.M 
p.m. in the Meuanine. WCC for alf in- 
terested persons. Election of oHIcers. 
fund raisers and other club affairs will 
be discussed. If interested, contact 
Marty Moran at 433 7245 or P. a 2275 
FLUTE CLUB 
The JMU Flute Club is sponsoring a 
square dance from 8 10 p.m. Oct. 23 at 
Emmanuel Episcopal Church at the 
corner of Cantrell and South Main 
Street Tickets are $1.50 per person from 
any flute club member or at the door. 
Call Brian Sachlis at 5454 for more in- 
formation. 
RING COMMITTEE 
The ttl4 Ring Committee will meet 7-a 
p.m Oct 34 in Room A, WCC. All 
students graduating in 1984 are welcome 
to attend The committee wilt choose the 
official   rinq   for   the   class   of   1984 
OPMA 
Pictures will be taken for the 
Blucstone Oct. 27 at 5 45 p.m. on the 
Meuanine    level.    WCC. 
A DPMA meeting will be held 8.30 
P.m.        Oct.       II        in        HX        Bl 
PHYSICSSERIES 
The Physics Oeparfmenl presents a 
series of filmed lectures by Richard P 
Feynman The first film. "The Law of 
Gi aviation, an Example of Physical 
i aw. ■ will be shown at 7 p m in Wells 
P'anetanum, Miller Hall 
Special 
Announcement * 
NO BREEZE 
The Breeie will not be published Nov. 1 
Announcements of events throuqh Nov. 5 
should be submitted by Oct. 14, 
Entire Stock 
. 
Jr. Corduroy's 
15.88 21.00 
reg. 19.99-26.00 
Every maker reduced 
Levi, Serria, Nes de Pas 
and more 5-13 
O.S.A 
Corduroy Slacks 
19.88 
Flannel Shirts 
6.88 
values to 14.00 
Assorted plaids with button front 
Jr. Sweaters 
by Present Co. 
10.88 
reg. 15.00 
Rainbow of colors 
in easy care acrylic S-L 
Canvas Handbags 
7.504.50 
"Bagworks" one of the 
most popular handbags 
of today at easy to 
afford prices 
Knee Socks 
.99 pr. 
reg. 25.00 
Assortment of color 
to choose from all 
in soft, comfortable 
corduroy. 
ast. styles 
and colors 
Warm and Practial 
Shawls 
3.99 
Reversable, in wide 
assortment of colors 
Entire Stock of Blankets Reduced 
Choose from famous makers 
such as Lebanon Mills, 
Fieldcrest, Vellax Blanket, 
Martex and many, 
many more. Ast. 
colors and styles 
start as low as U,88 
Corduroy Bedrest 
13.88 ' 
Save 35% 
Mens Sport Coats 
reg. to 100.00 
Wear with jeans, cords, 
dress slacks, most any 
combination you can 
think of 38-46 
reg. 16.00 
for reading or relaxing 
in bed. 
arson's 
VALLEY MALL - HARRISONBURG 
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UPCOMING 
EVENTS 
October 23, 24 
7:30, 10:00 
G/S Theatre 
$1.25 w/ID $1.75 guest 
Student Coffeehouse 
Charles Webb 
Marty Noran 
Tony Chalk 
Rich Pancoast 
Carol Bonnafe 
Friday, Oct. 23 8:00 pm Chandler Hall 
SOME LIKE IT HOT 
starring Tony Curtis & Jack Lemmon 
October 22 7:00, 10:00 G/S Theatre 
CHARLES 
TOWN 
RACES 
Races 
November 11, 1981 
$15.00 
includes transportation, admission and dinner 
sign Up In UPB Office 
JMU 
HOMECOMING 
REVUE 
f 
November 4 
Wilson Hall 
8:00 p.m.       Free!!! 
The TOONS 
October 28   8:00 
WCC Ballroom 
FREE! 
Dance To Beach Music 
By The TOONS! 
r 
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Police, Icehouse LPs 
Polished, well-crafted, and empty 
POLICE 
aKfFnn+v»o+* 
The Police 
Ghost in the Machine 
By BARBARA HALL 
At last, a Police album you can pronounce. With 
their previous albums, Outlandos d'Amour, Regatta 
de Rhine and Zenyatta Mondatta. one has to be 
bilingual just to ask for them in a store. While the title 
('.host in the Machine may not be any more com- 
prehensible than the other three, at least it is English. 
The Police add a whole new meaning to the term 
"rock hybrid." Their music is a mixture of rock, pop 
and reggae, and the members of the group are as 
diverse as the music itself. Guitarist Andy Summers 
and bassist Gordon "Sting" Sumner are originally 
from England, while drummer and founder Stewart 
Copeland were born in Virginia and raised in the 
Middle East. The band spends much of its time in the 
Third World, playing such spots as Cairo, Hong Kong, 
Bombay. Bangcock and Athens. 
There is an old cliche, if you don't know where 
you're coming from, you can't know where you're 
going. I am not too certain where the Police are 
coming from, but it certainly is not a single 
civilization. They represent such a variety of world 
that it becomes increasingly difficult to pull them 
together in a consistent order. The result is often 
overwhelming abstraction. Ghost in the Machine has 
so much to say that it ends up saying nothing. Or 
nothing new. anyway. 
Musically, the Police display a polished perfection 
which often shows up the lyrics. This album is well- 
crafted, full of powerful arrangements and highly 
competent musicians. Sting's bass is refined yet 
hold: there is a nice understated combination of 
keyboards and horn section: and always Copeland's 
drums arejstrong enough to mak&xou *ap your foot to 
the worJ&l..wuinias they sing^Buut. The Police are 
obviously musical snobs. Technically it pays off 
Lyrically, it does not. 
GHOST IN TIIK MACHINE makes many gallant 
attacks on—well, not exactly this civilization or any 
in particular. Maybe just mankind, and that is a lot of 
area to cover. We are "Spirits in the Material World" 
as one of the songs accuses. "Too Much Information" 
attacks the frightening escalation of technology. 
"One World (Not Three)" slices into the illusion of 
the world being divided into thirds. These analytical 
selections border on pretention. and their philosophy 
becomes tedious and eventually aggravating. After a 
point it stops being profound and becomes ridiculous. 
This problem plagues the song "Invisible Sun," 
which declares: 
There has to he an invisible sun 
That nives its heat to everyone 
ThwrphaH to be an invisible sun 
That gives us hope when the day is done 
The Police fall guilty of the illusions which most of 
this album argues against. 
What is good about this album, however, is very 
good. As can be expected, the band works better on a 
more down-to-earth level which lets them stray from 
mind-boggling generalities. "Every Little Thing She 
Does is Magic." the released single, has a nice 
reggae quality and is much more powerful than their 
statements on spiritual matters. "Rehumanize 
Yourself," a Springsteen-style factory rebellion song, 
makes a worthwhile comment on socialization that 
remains enjoyable for listening. The best selections 
are those which are specific and keep everything in 
perspective, not letting their philosophy overpower 
their music. The Police more than once prove they 
can be refreshing in the absence of intellectual 
overkill. 
Ghost in the Machine ends on a song called 
"Darkness" which explores the possibility of 
becoming lost in the massive incoherence of life and 
clogged by its multiple meanings. This very premise 
is what weighs much of the album down. So the world 
is a mess and all that, but "De Do Do. De Da Da Da" 
was much more fun to sing, and probably more in- 
tellectually stimulating as well. As the final song 
states: 
Life was easy 
When it was horing. 
The band's best work contradicts that suggestion. 
Their music is much less boring when they stick to 
something easy. 
so perfect that one might think it was all computer 
programmed—because of the production, which 
undoubtedly choked what little spirit was in the 
music initially. There's nothing wrong with precise 
production—Bruce Springsteen and Ppik Floyd both 
record their music with near flawless production— 
but the quality of the music has to equal or supercede 
the quality of the production, or else you have a very 
pretty-sounding mess. This is exactly what the music 
of Icehouse is like. 
Granted, the band members are all beginners; this 
is their first album. But when a band records an 
album that sounds progressively more monotonous 
the longer it is played, the creative potential of the 
hand becomes suspect. The leader of Icehouse, Iva 
Davies (no relation to the Kinks, hopefully), is 
classically trained, but he does not seem to be 
drawing on his education for the material he has 
come up with here. Other mainstream musicians 
with classical knowledge (Rick Wakeman, for 
example) may not write the best rock songs, but their 
music is at least somewhat interesting. 
Davies and company follow one basic format 
throughout their album. Synthesizer melody is piled 
on top of synthesizer melody: a prepackaged drum 
beat and almost indistinguishable bass line are added 
for the rhythm, and just the right amount of guitar is 
stirred in for good measure. On top of it all. Davies 
sings his bland, inane lyrics with an undistinctive 
(but sweet) voice. 
So. in the midst of all this nausea, what does 
Icehouse have going for it? Well, a few things. As 
bland as the songs are, they are catchy—you can't get 
the melodies out of your head. Of course, the problem 
here is that the songs lack any real depth, and after 
the album is played several times, the songs that 
were once catchy become tired. 
One song. "Boulevarde," is worth listening to 
simply because the lead guitar is actually the 
distinctive feature of the song. On an album weighted 
down by synthesizers, a guitar-dominated song is a 
breath of fresh air. 
The one real gem on Icehouse is the title track. 
Although slightly marred by empty, pretentious 
lyrics, the song features a haunting keyboard melody 
that, for once, is genuinely interesting. The music 
does not come across as sugary or plastic. The song 
deals with unrequited love: the music is as chilly and 
moody as the subject. 
The song "Icehouse" proves that the band Icehouse 
might be able to redeem themselves. The band's 
flawless production and precise sound is nice enough 
that Icehouse could make a name for itself. The band 
needs better songs. If a better writer than Davies can. 
he found! perhaps future Icehouse efforts will be 
worthwhile. 
Icehouse 
Icehouse 
By ( \BI, McCOLMAN 
Icehouse, a pop quartet from Sydney. Austrailia, 
features a sound that relies heavily on synthesizers 
'and overprecise production. Icehouse, the band's 
debut album, proves that the band has their syn- 
thesized pop honed down almost to an exact science— 
and the result is. for the most part, nauseating. 
The band has a guitarist, keyboardist, bassist and 
drummer—probably the most common instrumental 
lineup in the pop-rock world. But on Icehouse, the 
drummer and bassist seem to be stuck playing the 
same beat The guitarist sounds like he should be 
playing for Foreigner, and the keyboardist sounds 
like a reject from Styx. Remember the Buggies— 
those two nerds who joined Yes and then directly 
contributed to that band's downfall? Well. Icehouse 
sounds a lot like the Buggies. 
The best way to describe the music is "cute." The 
hand sounds so sweet that it hurts. The music sounds 
SMtfMtb 
THE BOBBIN THOMPSON BAND will be 
performing Friday, October 23 at Wilson Hall at 8 
p.m. Also avpw—h «'" be ABZNOVA. Tickets 
for the show, which is being sponsored by Pi 
Kappa Phi fraternity, are $4 in advance and $5 at 
the door. 
This Friday at MAXIMS. Charles Webb. Marty 
Moran. Carol Bonnafe. and Rich Pancost will be 
performing. The show starts at 8 p.m. in Chandler 
Hall and admission is free. 
At the ARTWORKS GALLERY, located in 
Zirkle House at 983 S. Main Street, the works of 
Bob Lobe and Rich Marr will be on display until 
October 29. Admission is free: hours are 2—4 p.m. 
Sunday and noon—4 p.m. Monday—Thursday. 
* 
THE OTHER GALLERY at Zirkle House will be 
presenting works by Bill Quinn. Admission is free 
and hours are 2—4 p.m. Sunday and noon—4 
Monday—Thursday. «*•% 
1 ' '        1 
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\l. AN r\RI-Ql'IST (numbers) of .IMU goes for the ball in the Dukes' game agaisnt William and 
.Mary Tuesday The Dukes let a chance to defeat the Indians, ranked 15th in the nation, slip away 
from them in the final seconds of regualtion. 
Dukes falter in final seconds; 
Vanderwarker accepts blame 
n»- 
Rv DANNY F1NNF.GAN 
The College of William and Mary continued 
its recent dominance over the James Madison 
University soccer team Tuesday when the 
Indians scored three late goals to rally for a 3-1 
overtime win. 
Tuesday's match was quite similar to the 
last meeting between the teams. In the 
semifinals of last year's Virginia In- 
tercollegiate League playoffs, JMU jumped 
out to a 2-0 halftime lead only to see William 
and Mary score three quick second half goals 
and hang on for a 3-2 wia 
The Indians also ended JMU's seasons in 
1978 and 1979 in the finals of the VTL playoffs 
with 1-0 and 2-1 wins. 
It was the third consecutive loss for the 
Dukes, who dropped to 2-5-1. Nationally ranked 
William and Mary improved its mark to 9-2-1. 
As was the case in the semifinals last year, 
JMU scored first and appeared in control of the 
game. 
With just over a minute left in the game, 
JMU wing Casey Stemper broke a scoreless tie 
on a pass from Tony Farrell. Stemper took the 
hall at midfield on a clear by Danny Sullivan 
and passed to Farrell on a 2-on-l break. 
Farrell wasted no time in giving the ball 
hack to Stemper. who just beat charging 
William and Mary keeper Juergen Kloo to the 
hall and scored into the open net. 
Before JMU could finish celebrating, 
William and Mary tied the game on a shot by 
Keith Exton 
JMU coach Bob Vanderwarker took the 
blame for the goal and for the loss. 'Too often 
coaches have the tendency to point fingers," 
said Vanderwarker "Well today it was my 
fault" 
Vanderwarker was referring to a strategic 
move he made after Stamper's goal, opting for 
an extra defender rather than staying in the 
team's normal alignment. 
"1 felt that with just over a minute left we 
needed two sweepers." explained Van- 
derwarker "That left their right back open 
and he brought the ball upfield and set up the 
goal. 
"You are always most vulnerable right after 
a score and we were over-defensive." 
After one scoreless overtime period, the 
Indian's DaveSnyder got the winning goal four 
minutes into the second overtime. 
Snyder. a freshman who leads the Indians in 
scoring, rifled a 30-yard shot past JMU keeper 
Jim Edwards. It was Snyder's eighth shot of 
the game. Mike Jones added a goal five 
minutes later to put the game out of reach. 
It was a long day for Edwards, who made 
nine saves. Edwards, who had to be removed 
from the game after Snyder's goal because of a 
head injury had also had hurt his leg in the first 
half. 
Edwards kept JMU in the game in the first 
half with several fine saves, the best coming 
when he forced William and Mary's Andrew 
Smolin into a bad shot on a three-on-one 
breakaway 
Vanderwarker had praise for defenders Alan 
Carlquist. Mike Isaacs and Steve Eckels. He 
reserved his highest praise for Jeff Brown, 
however 
Rrown. who normally plays midfield or 
forward, moved to sweeper in the second half 
and broke up many William and Mary runs 
with his hustling play. He also saved a sure 
goal in the second half when he headed a ball 
over an open JMU net. 
The game was close throughout with William 
and Mary outshooting the Dukes 28-17. It ap- 
peared .IMU would get on the board early when 
Scott Stewart's 30-yard shot got under Kloo and 
almost rolled into the net. 
The second half was very physical as the 
officials let the game get out of hand. Overall, 
38 penalties were called and four yellow cards 
issued, including one to William and Mary 
coach Al Albert. 
JMU had three good scoring oppurtunites in 
the overtime periods, but Bob Ageloff, in for 
the injured Kloo. made nice saves on shots by 
George Ackerman. Alan Ball and Billy 
Rrunner * 
Next on the Dukes' schedule is George 
Mason University. The Patriots, ranked 14th in 
the nation and first in the Mid-Atlantic Region. 
host the Dukes Saturday. 
McMillin to stay; 
Ehlers supportive 
Bv RICHARD WIACHF.R 
Regardless of how the James Madison University 
football team performs in its final five games of the 1981 
season, it will not have a new coach next year. 
JMU Athletic Director Dean Ehlers made that quite 
clear Tuesday. 
Speaking at the Dukes' weekly Timeout Luncheon, 
Ehlers said that he is convinced the football program is in 
good hands with Coach Challace McMillin at the helm. 
If there is anyone to blame for the Dukes' troubles this 
vear. Ehlers said it should be himself, for the schedule 
with which he saddled the Dukes. 
JMU's schedule does not get any easier next year. If 
anything, it gets worse. 
Rematches against teams the Dukes have lost to this 
vear include Appalachian State University. Furman 
University and C.W. Post College. In addition, two teams 
the Dukes have yet to play this year. East Tennessee State 
University and the College of William and Mary, return to 
the schedule. Other Division I-A and I-AA teams that the 
Dukes must play are the universitys of Virginia and New 
Hampshire. Davidson College and Virginia Military In- 
stitute. 
The current philosophy is that these are the type of 
teams JMU must play in the future, so why not play them 
now 
In reality it is going to take a couple of years for JMU to 
become competitive with these schools. So to put the 
Hadciig Awnd 
blame on any one person for the Dukes' dismal record this 
season is foolish. 
If anvthing. Ehlers. McMillin and a host of others 
associated with JMU football, including this writer, are 
guilty of being too optimistic about JMU's preseason 
chances. 
When analyzing this season's schedule before its start, 
it^vas evident JMU would lose at least three or four 
football games to better competition. 
Rut it also appeared the Dukes were quite capable of 
winning several games. Unfortunately, fate, luck and 
good and bad breaks play a big part in football as they do 
in any sport. 
So far this year the breaks have not gone JMU's way in 
a couple of games that it lost, but just as easily could have 
won. 
It can be argued whether or not coaches control their 
own destinv Until now Challace McMillin has controlled 
his. 
In 10 years as JMU's only head coach. McMillin has 
taken the program from junior varsity status to Division 
1-AA. His record. 48-37-1. speaks for itself—the man has 
been successful. 
Maybe he was too successful too quickly and as" a result 
is now being criticized for a lack of success at a different 
level. 
Undoubtedly there is a considerable amount of dif- 
ference between the level of competition at Division I-AA 
and that of Division HI. To make the transition and 
become competitive at the level is a difficult and time 
consuming process. It is not made in a couple of years. 
Therefore, in the fall of 1978 when the decision was 
made to rise to Division I-AA, it also was decided that if 
McMillin was going to be the one responsible for this 
undertaking that he was to be given the time to do it. 
According to Ehlers. McMillin was given an extended 
contract of five years and a defined goal—make JMU a 
competitive football team at the Division I-AA level. 
The Dukes have not reached the level for which they are 
See McMillin. page 14 
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NorWOO<]    ^ac€"k"*cr unpacked after slow start; 
attitude, pro aspirations remain unchanged 
•-■ 
H\  Itl(IIMtl)   \M\CHFR 
Scott Norwood  Remember that name. 
That was the opening sentence in a 
preseason prospectus featuring the senior 
.j,«mes Madison University pla^'-! ' 
TTntil last Saturday Norwood must have felt a 
little forgotten. In the Dukes' five previous 
games he had only three field goal attempts all 
from outside the 40-yard line and he had 
missed all three: 
"I asked him after he went zero for three if it 
was my fault." said reserve quarterback and 
holder Jerry Roadcap "I said to him that it 
was his future and I didn't want to ruin it." 
Rut against Furman University. Roadcap's 
fears were relieved and Norwood finally got to 
release some frustrations that had been 
huilding since the first game of the season. 
In the second quarter Norwood connected on 
two field goals, a 40-yarder and another from 
the 46 He missed a 61-yard attempt with three 
seconds remaining. 
Rut the first one was the most important. 
"It's been tough being in his situation." 
Roadcap said. "He got a lot of frustrations out 
after he kicked that first one." 
Norwood agreed that it was a big relief. "I 
felt like I had worked very hard for that first 
one and I was very happy." he said. 
Recause of the incredible season Norwood 
had last year in which he made 15 of 21 field 
goal attempts, preseason expectations ran 
high 
In 1980 the soccer-style kicker set several 
.IMU records as he finished the season as the 
number-one-ranked field goal kicker in the 
nation in Division I-AA. 
Obviously a kicker of Norwood's magnitude 
has professional aspirations and it would have 
been easy to get down after the disappointing 
start he had. , 
Rut that was not the case with Norwood 
according to Roadcap. who said it he has been 
a lot of fun working with someone who 
possesses the kind of potential Norwood has. 
"I don't think his performance so far has 
affected his pro chances any." Roadcap said. 
Norwood himself said his attitude did not 
undergo any kind of change. "I never really 
got down because I  never gave up on my 
capabilities," he said. 
In practice Norwood has been his usual self 
and things have gone well. Norwood realizes 
ftbat he has no control over how many atbsi..,._ 
he'll get this year and he does not think it will 
affect his professional chances. 
"My aspirations are still there and I think I'll 
get my shot." Norwood said. 
One reason Norwood has had fewer attempts 
this year is the fact that the Dukes are scoring 
more In six games JMU has recorded 13 
touchdowns just one less than all of last year. 
"In the first couple of games we had the ball 
inside the 30-yard line, but we came up with the 
big play on third down to continue a scoring 
drive." Norwood said. 
Since the Dukes have been scoring more. 
Norwood has been contributing with his PAT's 
(point-after-touchdown) He has converted on 
all 10 of his attempts. 
While Norwood gets most of the credit for 
scoring an extra point or field goal, he is only 
one of three key components in the play. 
"It's a more complicated process, than 
people think." explained Roadcap "You need 
to have a good center to get the ball back 
quickly." 
The man responsible for this intricate task is 
Greg Dyer, who started the season as a reserve 
at defensive guard.* but has seen a considerable 
amount of playing time since a good per- 
formance against Liberty Baptist College.   * 
Norwood commended the performances of 
both Dyer and Roadcap, but admitted it took 
-awhile to get use to Roadcap's ballhandTing. 
"Right now I've gotten to the point where 
I'm very comfortable with Jerry holding: That 
was the big difference in the beginning." 
Norwood said. 
With five games remaining this season 
Roadcap is quite confident that Norwood will 
hit anything he attempts within the the 40-yard 
line. 
"I guarantee he won't miss anything inside 
the 40." Roadcap said. 
Norwood just laughs and says "I hope I get to 
try a few inside the 30." 
Brecie III* photo 
SCOTT NORWOOD broke an 0-3 field goal drought last Saturday 
when he connected on two attempts of 40 and 16 yards in the 
second quarter of the Dukes game with Furman University. 
Hampton Institute: a much needed win 
By  1FFF NITKLFS 
Two years have passed since James Madison 
University had the worst start in its football history. 
In 1979 the Dukes were 1-5 when they visited the 
University of Virginia and were humiliated 69-9. to 
drop their record to 1-6. 
Things are a little different this year as JMU 
prepares to host Hampton Institute on Saturday. 
Assumimg the Dukes are ready to get their offense 
and defense working together, they should have 
little amount of trouble in making the Pirates only 
their second victim of the season. 
"The defensive effort we had last Saturday was 
the best we've had all year," JMU coach Challace 
McMillin said. "This is our opportunity to win a 
game." 
"We are really looking forward to getting back 
into the win column on Saturday." McMillin added. 
FOR THE Dl'KFS to win they will have to be 
much more effective against the Wing-T offense run 
by the Pirates than they were two weeks ago. 
C.W. Post used this same type of offense to keep 
JMU confused and off balance for most of the game 
last Saturday,en route to a 37-36 upset. 
"Well be playing a lot of young kids this week," 
McMillin said. "I hope we don't have any problems 
with the Wing-T." 
While passing was the big factor in the C.W. Post 
game. Hampton Institute will rely heavily on their 
Ail-American candidate. Dennis Mahan, to cause 
the Dukes backfield problems. 
"He's probably the best back we've ever faced," 
McMillin noted. He's got a lot of speed and4s a 
strong runner." 
Mahan. who leads the team with 565 yards 
rushing for a 5.4 yard average and seven touch- 
downs, will be running behind an offensive line that 
averages 255 pounds. 
THF PKH \TF.s STAND at 4-2 on the year and are 
ready after a big 23-20 upset win over fellow NAIA 
opponent Norfolk State in which Mahan rushed for 
172 yards on 29 carries for one touchdown. 
"They're coming off a big win over Norfolk State 
and are the biggest tean we've played in terms of 
size." McMillin said. 
In. addition to running the Wing-T offense, 
Hampton Institute's favorite play is the sweep. Last 
week against Furman University, the Dukes, for 
the most part, were ineffective in stopping that 
play. 
"They have a lot of ball handling and Mahan has 
the best speed of any kid we've faced." McMillin 
said "Our freshmen are going to have to come 
along and play." 
In their win over llth ranked Norfolk State, the 
Pirates-held- -the Spartans to minus two -yards 
rushing' on 32 carries. That mark is the lowest the 
Pirates have held a team in the past two years 
although earlier this season they stopped Bowie 
College with only 20 yards. 
.IMF WILL NERD to establish some kind of 
running game against Hampton Institute and that 
particular burden will fall primarily on tailback 
Rryan Moore and quarterback Tom Bowles. 
Moore has rushed for 362 yards and five touch- 
downs while Bowles has accounted for 260 yards on 
the ground this season. 
In recent weeks the Dukes' passing attack has 
become more evident as Bowles has been given 
ample time to throw the ball as the offensive line 
has solidified. 
For its passing game to be successful this week, 
JMU will have to concentrate on keeping 
sophomore defensive end Phil Harrison away from 
Bowles. Harrison leads the Pirates with four sacks 
on the year including two against Norfolk State last 
wede 
"I tell you they're monsters." McMillin said. 
"The most outstanding thing we'll see from them is 
their size." 
THF Dl'KFS AND PIRATFS play no common 
opponents this year but last season both teams 
played Liberty Baptist College. 
JMU won its encounter 30-14 while Hampton 
Institute was routed 51-18. But as the Dukes have 
aptly proved this year, it is another season. 
"Last year means nothing," Pirates' coach Ed 
Wyche said. "I will say James Madison is a lot 
better team than their 1-5 record indicates. 
"We will need another super' offensive and 
defensive performance to win. We'll have to come 
down from the clouds this week because James 
Madison will be very tough." 
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Penalty period decimve • '. y %.' I. -•• - **:: " *?<< 
Hockey squad victorious 
By STEYE NORTH 
For the third consecutive year, the 
James Madison University versus" 
longwood College field hockey game 
was decided by penalty strokes. 
Tuesday afternoon, the Duchesses 
outscored visiting Longwood 4-3 in the 
penalty strokes period to pull out a 1-0 
win. 
The penalty strokes period, which 
followed a scoreless overtime, in- 
volved five members from each team, 
facing the opposing goaltender in a 
one-on-one match up 
Sallie Moulder, the last of the five 
Duchessess to take a penalty shot, 
slapped the ball by Longwood 
goaltender Kim Garber to give JMU 
the 4-3 margin in penalty strokes 
Brenda Heck. Robin Dunn, and 
Sarah Heilman accounted for the 
other three penalty shots scored by 
JMU. 
"We have always had a tough game 
with Longwood." said coach Dee 
McDonough. 
McDonough's analysis of. the game 
was reflected by the play of 
Longwood Numerous times the 
Duchesses controlled the ball down on 
Longwood's end of the field, but each 
time Longwood turned the Duchesses 
away without scoring. JMU took 19 
shots on goal. 
When JMU and Longwood get 
together on the hockey field, team 
records can be forgotten, according to 
McDonough. 
"This has become a traditional 
game against Longwood It's always 
been a good game when we play 
them.' said McDonough. 
It was the first time this year JMU 
had been involved in a penalty stroke 
period. 
"By being forced into the penalty 
strokes situtation it will help prepare 
us for the state championships." 
commented McDonough. 
The Duchesses will be compete in 
the state championships on Oct. 30-31 
to be held in Blacksburg. at Virginia 
Tech 
The win over Longwood raised the 
Duchesses' record to 6-7-4. JMU 
entered the game after consecutive 
defeats to nationally ranked teams 
last weekend. 
JMU lost to second ranked Penn 
State University 7-2 Sunday and 3-1 to. 
Davis and Elkins College Saturday. 
"Penn State was much better than 
Old Dominion University (ranked 
number one). There's no comparison, 
Penn State is a much more skillful 
team." said McDonough. 
"However, we had more shots on 
goal and corner shots than we've ev«r 
had against-Penn State. We're getting 
better each time out." added Mc- 
Donough. 
Davis and Elkins scored all three of 
its goals in the first five minutes to 
defeat the Duchesses, according to 
McDonough 
Today JMU played away against 
Lynchburg College a Division III 
power according to McDonough. 
"Lvnchburg may only be Division HI, 
but they're undefeated.'' she said. "It 
will be a tough game." 
*McMiffin 
(Continued from page 12) 
striving yet 
and probably will not until they have a 
couple more years to recruit. 
If JMU continues scheduling 
predominately Division I-A op- 
ponents, evaluating the Dukes' 
success at the plateau it hopes to 
reach wilr-be more difficult. 
In the last three seasons (this one 
included). JMU has scheduled 11 
Division I-A schools and six Division 
I-AA teams. 
Fifteen of those contests have been 
TWO Bt PLEASE 
Pholo by Tom Li*Mon 
TIIK IM'CHESSES defeated Longwood College 1-0 Tuesday as the game was 
decided by penalty shots. ,IMl"s Sallie Moulder scored the winning goal to give 
Ihr l>iu-hesses a l-:t margin in the penalty shot period. 
played with the Dukes winning just 
one In 1979 when JMU's status was 
Division tl (it had hoped to compete in 
Division I-AA in 1979, but a 
v^lechnicality prevented participation 
at that level) the Dukes defeated 
Morehead State University 16-3 in the 
last game of the season. 
Since then, several of the Dukes 
defeats were close and if a fumble or 
mistake had been avoided JMU might 
have won. But "what ifs" wHl ahvays 
be a factor—some years the breaks go 
your way. some years they do not. 
The real measuring stick deter- 
mining JMU's success applied to its 
defined goal will be recruiting and 
scheduling. 
If McMillin can convince some 
highly-talented players to enroll here 
and   Ehlers   can   achieve   a   more 
favorable schedule. JMU could have 
the kind of football team every school 
wants—an exciting and competitive 
one f 
?ala* BLUE RIBBON 
PI KAPPA PHI PRESENTS 
THE 
ROBBLN 
THOMPSON 
BAND 
FRIDAY OCTOBER 23 8 pm 
WILSON HALL TICKETS ARE 
ON SALE FROM PI KAPPA PM 
$4 ADVANCE $5 AT DOOR 
DON'T MISS rr 
GAMBY DISTIBUTORS       434.2201 
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Intramurals 
18
 third week with many ties for league leads; 
 1-   D 1 _ •      #___ f l •     _. _■ 
Soccer enters wvvvi w«w« wiii« cw ui uc& r I€ 
Operators. Regals Beagles vie for men's and women's 
s .,« MT i™«nthat miKht        players from last year's team, but are m Championship Division I. Theta        intramural women's 
JI .''  'I'VTl !ei,ms '"        £ 1° a *,ow start after ,osin« their       •Chi and Tau Kappa Epsilon are.bed        earlier this year, al 
"Thori- is no one team thai might 
(lominato Th.'iv aro cood tea s _. 
i*vot*v division.V—student intramural 
dlrriinr   Mike   Parrv 
Itv Kl \\Y SOTIIOHON 
This seems to be the general 
agreement around the league as the 
men's intramural soccer season 
completed its second week of play. 
The women's intramural soccer 
league has also completed two weeks 
of play 
The defending men's champion. 
Garber. renamed the Operators, has 
moved from the Championship 
League to A League 
"We have moved to a tougher 
division this year." said captain Sean 
Murphy "But I still feel we can do as 
well as last year." 
The Operators have nine returning 
l s fr  l st 's t , t  
off to  s|    l g  
first two games. 
Arsenal, another A League team is 
off to a good start and looks to a strong 
contender. "I feel we have a pretty 
good chance at winning the title." said 
captain Billy Russell. "We are a very 
close knit team." 
Arsenal is currently tied for the top 
spot in A League with Cologne, both 
teams boast 2-0 marks. 
Arsenal recorded wins over the 
Filibusters and the Operators. 
Cologne won two tough games over 
the Five-Year Plan and Sao Paulo. 
There are 48 teams divided into 
eight divisions according to Parry. 
Two   of   which 
Divisions. 
are  Championship 
In ha pionship ivision I, heta 
.Chi and  sil  . tie  
with unblemished 2-fl records. Theta 
Chi defeated Sigma Nu and Hoffman 
while TKE has beaten Hoffman and 
AXP 
In Championship Division II, Sigma 
Pi Epsilon sits atop the pack with a 2-0 
record SPE recorded wins over 
Ikenberry and Pi Kappa Phi. 
"I think Theta Chi looks really good 
in the Championship Division." said 
Parry 
In B League Santos and Lambda 
Chi are undefeated with 1-0 records. 
Santos defeated the . Stickers in 
penalty kicks while lambda Chi beat 
Tri-Hump 
Thirty teams compsose the four 
women's league, two of which are 
Championship Division. 
The Regals Beagles, who won the 
intra ural o en's basketball title 
li , lso look to be the 
team to beat in soccer. 
"They are very tough and they can 
dominate teams." Parry said. 
Beth Lippard. one of the members 
of the Beagles, said. "All of the girls 
on the team are hand picked and are 
very athletic oriented. I think we will 
do very well." 
The Beagles are currently sitting 
atop A League with a 2-0 record. 
Wayland is on top of the Cham- 
pionship Division I teams w^th a 2-0 
mark and Chappelear is second with a 
2-1 record after losing to Wayland in 
penalty kicks. 
In Championship Division II ASA 
and ZTA are both undefeated. ASA is 
perfect at 3-0 while ZTA is close 
behind at 2-0. 
Logan is in comand of B League 
with a 2-fl record. 
t- 
■ 
Ifvoti think you could pick 
Yoaroeer with your eyes dosed, 
herefe yofir chance. 
if 434-2282 
l 
I 
All thre* major premium bam are 
distmcuVdHerenltnlasIc After al. they're 
made by daVrent brewers using difterent 
ngredienfs and difcrent brewing 
processes Sift*—. .-aTprerryeducated 
totigue to lei them apart 
That's for you to decide Slmpry rate 
each beer from 1 to 10 on the lavor 
characteristics below When you're 
(bushed, try to guess the brands by name 
Very, very few people can do (his 
DOT tea tact* of a bear mr chectfe? 
Yes. AS beers have changed over the 
years One example is Schfttz.Two years 
ago a master brewer named Frank 
SelUnger came to Schatt He came to be 
president. And to brew a Schfatz that was 
smoother than any other beer beat lhat 
beer for yourself Because taste is what it's 
afl about. 
t 
t«r— 
TNt mi requiresa bHndfbkJ Thais 
so your eyes won t influence your mouth 
Because taste ts,althat counts - BI this 
mi.and In a brer Hems how the lesl 
works You pout Schlta. Bud and Miller 
mio Identical glasses Have a Wend label 
them 1.2 and 3 and switch them around 
Now. laste Tne one you pek may not be 
yi>ut beer, but it s the beer with the taste 
you want 1 
See' Vou can I lose 
«PtM to *■ (Ma m'ri tutafr 
Maybe beet tastes so good because 
you're realty tasung each sip more Iran 
once First, the every, refreshing charact 
ofbeer comes from the aroma and 
flavor of the hops Next, as you 
swaflow.you sense the nth 
ness - the body - lhat barley 
mall adds Rnaly. the flnlsh 
Now the balance of tastes 
becomes dear No one laste 
should Intrude on your total 
beer enjoyment. 
The be« tor * ■ 
i H 
H 
>1 ! 
f *f 
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268 Newman Avenue 
Harrisonburg, VA 
Apprentice 
Shelley 
Great Cuts 
Only S5.00 
nac* be*«s r-jrttenonaa&irAlromitolO 
fry? 
I suafl 
p/tntf 
ATTENTION 
SORORITIES 4 
FRATERNITIES 
W* H»yB ». riJLl SrRm  FLO^J'SHOP 
FRESH FLOWERS # MIKES/ PARTIES 
CORSAGES,   B0UTONNIERE3, 
ARRANGEMENTS, CUT FLOWERS 
10* OFF WITH JMU  I.D. 
ZOtS S MAIN 
#34-5/34, 
5s 
*i4JJ Mt*.Y8-&:3a\ SOHIZS 
Today's 
ScMitz. 
Go for it! 
'* r riiirww.WT 
^^HAIRSTYilNQ 
' 
OOD DISTRIBUTING 
VERONA, VA 
545. M«in Street 
Downtown near theatre 
SPECIALS! 
Tues. & Wed. 
Thurs. 
"Wet Day" 
$25 
$6 
PERMS 
<Rt0 
HAIRCUTS 
|COIX)RINGr*FROSTINa#MANICURnjG| 
WAXING - FACIALS 
■ 
i 
Elaine Shenk &> Cheryl Senger 
CALL 4334600 
•» 
•——•*•••• >*»**»»»0*444*i 
Pnee 16. Till-- HKFFZF Thursday 
Classifieds 
For Sale 
ion S\|.F: si) watt Sansuii 
Receiver. 2 months old. $170: 
Peave Rackstage-30. 30 watt 
practice amp. $90: both in 
excellent condition Call 433- 
4lf«      Prices      Negotiable 
in   *IMTI»    WKF:    Zebra 
Kinkotnuring bike,  excellent' 
condition        433-6270 
FOR SM.F: JVC Stereo 
Receiver: JR-S400 Mark II: 85 
Watts: AM-FM: will handle 2 
phonos. 2 sets speakers, and 2 
tape decks at once: built-in 
equalizer: JVC's most 
powerful receiver: excellent 
condition: must sacrifice: 
phone 434-6103 
Lost 
LOST: Gold women's watch 
Seiko-Dingledine and 
Chappalear on Sat.. Oct. 10. 
Please call 4723-Call 
anytime 
LOST: Solid black kitten. 
Female. Lost October 18 on 
corner of Cantrell and South 
Mason. If found please call 
Kathi  or Susan at 433-3415. 
Found 
FOIAD: A 1982 girl's high 
school class ring. The ring is 
gold with an aquamarine 
stone and is from Liberty High 
School To claim. Please call 
David    of    Eric,   at    5705 
KOINO: Set of' keys 
belonging to Mary Ellen who 
lives in Showalter Found 
Saturday night. Contact 
J.M.s  " 
Wanted 
I WANT A   Pl'PPY!^ If you 
have one for sale I'll give it a 
good home and a lot of love. I 
would prefer a large, young, 
shorthaired. female puppy but 
I'll coasider any offers. Please 
call my granddaughter on 
campus        at        433-4365 
PXHT TIMF NIGHT 
-STIUFNTS: We need your 
help! Are you inconvenienced 
by day oriented JMU? We're 
studying your problems. 
Contact Carrie at 433-0236. or 
Nick       at       EXT.       4837- 
WWTFO: Robust Christians 
willing to be involved in a 
Church community Back row 
types will not be interested. 
Time is required. Pay is 
negligible but rewards ov- 
erwhelming Apply of Trinity 
Presbyterian Church. S. High 
and Maryland. Worship 9:30 
Sunday morning. 
UWTFI):   Ghostwriter   for 
adventure, sci-fi stories. Call   • 
431-2169 after 7:00 p.m   Ask 
for Donald. E.O.E. 
Services 
H\\I)M\X\VFI.I.: FMrock, 
new wave etc Now taking 
bookings for all types of 
engagements Call 298-8535 or 
298-8847 
M IITTMMM; Call Betty at 
4658 Delivery same day 
Charge:   75   cents   a   page 
TYIMVt; SFRVKF: 18 years 
experience. dissertations, 
reports, theses, etc Double 
spaced material 85 cent per 
page Call Mrs Price 879-9935 
October 22. 1981 
DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau 
WHIYOU    TTSSORT 
eom OF A mime 
H0MZ, MATTER, BP. 
MIK5T _  / 
OH, wen, 
exastMe' 
SORRYI 
ASKEP. 
you've ear 
MYMOMS 
NUMBER, 
RJ6H7* 
■'       RIGHT. j 
PONT UORRY, MIKE, 
EYERyiHINGS GCMN6 
TO Be cm. mime 
THING UIUBLOU OVER 
ltm>jmQUICKLY, 
^fe, wu see. 
\ ;jJ5? 4fl 
\          X IJTV 
I ^s^fiC^ 
HEt.MKB' 
YOU GOT A 
RELATIVE 
INTVLSA 
NAMEP 
HENRY? 
OH, 
HO.. 
© 
P0NTBERJPIC- 
ULOUS.BP! 
DOONESWRYS 
AWRY COM- 
MONHAMB 
OUTTHffe! 
NOW, HOW, MOM. 
WHATEVER UHCLE 
ternsPONE, me 
HAVETO \ 
STAND 
BYHIM. 
BUTMHYPIP 
HePotr.Mte? 
HHATGOTINTD 
Hiwum&s 
WSCARFI 
we w? 
YOUHATETT. 
PEAR60P, 
tMLOSHG 
YOU BOTH. 
I 
OH, MIKBY, THIS WHOLE 
THING'S Bem SUCH A 
NIGHTMARE, OERYTHIN6 
neve BUILT TOWARDS 
IS IN JEOMRPY NOW- 
\ J 
IF HENRY IS SENT TO 
JAIL, I PONT KNOW 
WHAT I'M GOING TO DO. 
HOW MILL I RUN-me 
FEED BUSINESS ALL 
BY MYSELF? /%**   vw 
Jj     Lip, 
Youitum 
HAVE TO, 
MOM-I'LL 
aurrscHOOL 
ANDCOME 
Hom.\ 
0H, MKEY, WOULD 
MfiYOUCOULP 
HAYS YOUR OLP 
RDOMBACKAW 
eNROLLATTHe 
COMMUNITY COL- 
Leoew 
MIT A MINUTE. NOT TO WORRY, 
mm ABOUT IT PRACTICALLY 
THBFEEP RUNS ITSELF! 
BUSINESS? 
Stars*On*Campus by Pat Butters, Paul Doherty 
NOW, LIT* «0 TO A JMU 
BCtQLAfcJ   J JSEEZll   r  OOM'T  KMOVi. ABOU7 THIS  PlACE! I THINKJ 
IT'S GOT   MA.f IA 
( MATBE XV$ 8BCAUSE 1^3 
Campus Quo by Paula Dubill, Barb Schufelt 
Services 
i n < ritovir F MIKING 
*VDPIY: Hoi. red Love Lite 
<-nines complete with a mini- 
Ivitterv r.uaranteed to lite up 
vour nife life Send $6.no for 
one or *W on for two to- 
TR\niNG. Box |007-A 
Warwick. R.|. 02888 
For Rent 
Sf'lH.I'T: One bedroom 
apartment near campus Verv 
Reasonable rent. Water and 
unrhage    pick-up    included 
,«'>    msi(K. 
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by Bryan Gallagher 
/LeTTiaU' 
Po*THo,AwD 
Trips 
SKI January M. Sugar Bush 
Valley trip for $239. Price 
includes transportation. 5 '•> 
day ski lift ticket, keg party" 
lessons and rentals discounts, 
and lodgings in a brand new 
condominium See yourself 
ski on video television. 
Limited space Call Lynn 
Decker at 434-3749 for more 
info. 
Help Wanted 
lOlt l\! 0|t\l\TIO\ 
Alaskan and Overseas em 
ployment Great income 
potential. Call 602-941-8014 
Dept 8290 Phone call 
refundable 
XTIII.ITIC       INSTRUCTOR: 
Part time. Mast have some 
knowledge of basketball and 
ability to work with youth. 
Afternoon and evening hours. 
' 10-20 hrs per week) Apply to 
Harrisonburg Dept. of Parks 
and Recreation 305 S. 
Dogwood Drive. 
OVERSEAS JOBS: Summer 
and year round. Europe, S. 
America. Australia, Asia. All 
fields. $500-$1200 monthly. 
Sightseeing. Free info. Write 
I.IC Box 52-VA-4 Corona Del 
Mar   CA 92625 
JOBS ON SHIPS: American. 
Foreign No experience 
required , Excellent pay. 
Worldwide travel. Summer 
job or career Send $3.00 for 
information. SEAFAX. Dept. 
G-lfi Box 2049. Port Angeles. 
Washington 98362. 
Personals 
TEE \\|) 
in'STY...Congratulations! 
You two are perfect for each 
other' dike Minnie and 
Mickey) When are we gonna 
celebrate other than every 
minute of every day as we're 
already doing? I wish ya all 
the    best     Love.    CARIN. 
DEMIK.L: We sho'hope dat 
birfday of yose wuz sumfn cuz 
y'ain't got much mo dem der 
yeahs ta be cummin' noways. 
Rappin' bout dis. dat, and de 
yuther thins', weain'tbe jivin' 
wid ya when we say. Ho De 
Do. Ho De Do! Wid all of our 
luv. DE 3 iFO' TAKE 'WAY I, 
MICKEY)    MOUSKETEERS 
DEAR RALPIHthe bush 
outside Dingledine): You're 
cute. Where'd you come 
from? Who's in charge of you? 
Let us know. OK? See ya next 
time we walk by... A FAN 
FROM DINGLEDINE 
POOOFR: I was just thinking 
about you and I thought about 
how nice it would be to give 
you a big one on tiie right side 
and the left side. Take care. I 
Love You, Pie. 
TIIF IMP JAYCEJTES will 
be holding a 24 hour lock-in 
starting at 3 p.m. Friday. 
October 23 in the TV. room of 
Hanson Hall, Proceeds will 
benefit the Jaycees Camp 
Virginia for retarded 
children. Anyone interested in 
participating or being a 
sponsor should call Lori 
Burdette or Bunnie Ruffo at 
433-3459 
WIIVT   is   a 
What   IS  a 
TIIF SISTERS OF ZETA TAU 
XLPIIA would like to thank 
the brothers of LAMBDA CHI 
ALPHA for a great time 
Friday night at the Salvation 
Army Party. We are looking 
forward to building the 
"winning" homecoming float 
with you! 
HEY MOW REAR: This ads 
for you. Happy 20th Birthday. 
IMVC   ya.   WOMBA   BEAR. 
DEI.TX SIGMA PI WILL BE 
SELLING HALLOWEEN-O- 
GHAMS in Harrison Annex 
Friday. Oct. 23 and Monday. 
Oct 26 to be delivered for only 
25 cents. 
RFTRWTION: Thursday 
night Thief who's not a thief. 
Thank you for returning my 
jacket. My apologies for Tues. 
personel I had not learned of 
the jacket's return till Sunday 
night Thank vou.. Peace. 
MATT 
ZTA 
ZTA 
ZTA 
ZTA 
tuck 
tuck 
tuck 
tuck 
in? 
in? 
in? 
in? 
in? 
IN? 
What   is   A 
What   is   a 
What  is  a   ZTA   Tl'CK 
What   is   a   ZTA   tuck 
FOR THE ANSWER TO THIS 
AND RESERVATIONS CALL 
7486. Sunday-Wednesday 
K.VTIIY rOMERFORI). 
Happy ♦luti Look here's your 
very  own personal.  Reggae 
Wildness! Have a great bir- 
thday      Love-n-s tuff     from 
YOUR    BOGUS    BUDDIES. 
TO TIIF   RIG   SISTERS OF 
TIIF   IOT\   ALPHA   CHAP- 
TER    OF   DELTA   SIGMA 
THET\ SORORITY INC. We 
the pyramids counted 13 birds 
in the lake. Three of them 
were geese, the other 10 were 
ducks. The ducks names are: 
Charle Rrown.  Lucy. Linus. 
Sally. Schroder, Marcia. "Pig 
Pen". Peppermint Patty. The 
Little Red Headed Girl and 
Violet. Love LITTLE SISTER 
SNOOPY      AND      LITTLE 
SISTER WOODSTOCK 
TO MY DEAREST TWITTY 
REAR: I just wish my brown 
bear a happy 18th birthday! 
So now you're legal: does that 
also mean you're a man now. 
or still a boy? Why don't you 
show me this weekend? I love 
you soooo much and I'm glad 
we've gone out for this long. 
How about making it a whole 
lot longer? Don't forget 
January 4th! I miss you. 
YOUR  GUPPY  FOREVER. 
rONGRATI'LATIONS TO 
THE WINNERS OF THE PHI 
BETA   LAMBDA   RAFFLE: 
First Prize-Maura Steel. 
Second Prize-Kathy King, and 
Third        prize-Sue        Kaz. 
TO MY ICE (REAM BUD- 
DY: Our Sun. afternoon and 
after work ice creams have 
helped me survive this 
semester. Since I made you 
feel guilty (you shouldn't take 
everything I say seriously) I'll 
treat next time!!! From a 
fellow ICE CREAM 
"LOVER" 
RICKY: Though you're all the 
way in S.C-I want the whole 
campus to- know...I Love 
Ricky Byrd!! » And I'll always 
be yours. Keep this with you 
and always  remember me! 
( \TIIY: Today only: Carly 
Simon and Neil Diamond are 
the greatest. Communications 
majors have it easy, you can 
have your desk back. I'll turn 
the radio off, and I'll even 
clean the room! Happy 
Roommates Day and thanks 
for everything. (Next year I'll 
send  you   a   kitten!)   Love. 
TO TIIE BROTHERS OF 
SIGMA TAP I'PISOL 
DELTA: The little sisters of 
STUD fraternity are spon- > 
soring a beer-bong marathon 
on Nov 31. All pledges and 
donations are welcome. 
Money received will go 
toward the renovation of the 
new STUD house beWridt & E 
diner. 
M— Three-fourths is here. 
Almost a year! 
Thanks for the fun. 
You're still a hun! —Q 
HXPPY ISTII BIRTHDAY 
Kim I lob;, it • Love. JUTI AND 
THE   D-WING  DICKETTES 
Bre.kOn.Thni by Mark Lep. 
131 
0EM0XIOUS  FUSS ayamx 
> 
will not be 
published Nov. 2 
Ads and announcements 
concerning events 
before Nov. 5 
should be submitted 
for the Oct. 29 issue 
Announcements   5 p.m. Oct. 26 
Ads 2 p.m. Oct. 27 
7Z w; .>',• •' 
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Successful Careers 
Don't Just Happen 
At the Institute for Paralegal Training we have prepared 
over 4,000 college graduates for careers in law, business and 
finance. After just three months of intensive training, we will 
place you in a stimulating and challenging position that offers 
professional growth and expanding career opportunities. As 
a Legal Assistant you will do work traditionally performed by 
attorneys and other professionals in law firms, corporations, 
banks, government agencies and insurance companies. 
Furthermore, you will earn graduate credit towards a Master 
of Arts in Legal Studies through Antioch School of Law for all 
course work completed at The Institute. 
We are regarded as the nation's finest and most prestig- 
ious program for training legal specialists for law firms, 
business and finance. But, as important as our academic 
quality is our placement result. The Institute's placement 
service will find you a job in the city of your choice. If not, you will 
be eligible for a substantial tuition refund. 
If you are a senior in high academic standing and looking 
for the most practical way to begin your career, contact your 
Placement Office for an interview with our representative. 
We will visit your campus on: October 29 
The 
Institute 
for 
Paralegal 
Training 
235 South 17th Street 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103 
(215) 732-6600 
(Operated by Para-Legal, Inc.) 
Approved by The American Bar Association 
Programs Earn Full Credit Toward MA in Legal Studies through Antioch School of Law. 
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 ^^J3™™* aMet" «■" Wrote pmfeuional vhooh' 
Hv MANNING PATTH.LO. JR. 
President. Oglethorpe University. Georgia 
Most of us suppose that the solution to what is 
called "the athletic problem" must be difficult and 
complex If that were not so. the problem would have 
been solved long ago. Right? No. wrong. Actually, the 
solution is very simple—so simple that we have 
overlooked it in our search for a complicated answer. 
Anyone who reads the dozens of books and hun- 
dreds of articles on the reform of intercollegiate 
athletics—the literature on the subject is 
voluminous-or. worse yet. listens to the discussions 
at meetings of athletic associations and conferences, 
is bound to come to the conclusion that the cheating in 
athletics, the compromising of academic standards, 
and the unholy alliance among coaches, sport- 
swriters. and advertisers are so pervasive and deep- 
seated that nothing short of a cultural revolution 
could produce reform. 
This is the wrong approach, and I speak from 
practical experience as a college administrator. 
'I often remind our basketball 
coach that having bright 
students on the team 
should be worth 20 pointed 
Oglethorpe University has developed a successful 
program for solving its athletic problem, the 
essential principles of which are these: 
The reform of intercollegiate athletics can only be 
accomplished by individual institutions. Athletic 
conferences, accrediting agencies, and educational 
associations cannot do the job. The only kind of 
policing that works in institutional self-policing. 
ATHLETICS MUST NOT be allowed to interfere 
with the central purpose of a college or university, 
which is to educate students. Only students whose 
primary goal is to get an education should be ad- 
mitted If a student's chief interest is athletics, he or 
she should be directed to an athletic club, not an 
academic institution. As a friend of mine once said 
when he declined an athletic scholarship, "There are 
easier ways of playing basketball than by going to 
college!" The young people who engage in in- 
tercollegiate sports should be students first and 
athletes second. The wide-spread practice of offering 
"soft" curricula for athletes who are weak students 
has no place in a reputable college 
Intercollegiate athletics should be conducted for 
he welfare of the students, not for public en- 
tertainment. A sports program offers important 
advantages to students. It provides wholesome 
recreation: it develops physical strength, agility, and 
stamina: and it teaches qualities of leadership, 
teamwork and self-discipline. But those values are 
diminished when the enterprise becomes part of the 
entertainment industry, and college teams are farm 
clubs for the pros. 
Only coaches who acknowledge that education—not 
winning games—has the first priority at an academic 
institution should be appointed to a college staff, and 
care in choosing the director of athletics is especially 
important Oglethorpe was fortunate to appoint a 
director who, though initially skeptical about the 
feasibility of the policies he was to administer, was 
determined to do his best. He and a very 
knowledgeable board chairman have been major 
factors in the success of the experiment. 
COACHES SHOULD NOT be permitted to offer 
financial inducements to prospective players. This 
rules out grants awarded through the athletic 
department exclusively or primarily on the basis of 
athletic ability and without regard to academic 
achievement Such grants make the player an em- 
ployee of the coach. Scholarships and financial aid 
should be awarded by directors of admissions or of 
financial aid to students whose primary goal is to get 
an education, not to engage in sports. 
Since players on varsity teams necessarily devote 
a substantial amount of time to this extracurricular 
activity, they must be students of superior ability in 
order to do well in their studies. The weak student 
must be discouraged from participating in in- 
tercollegiate sports. Eligibility for participation 
should be determined by academic officers, not by 
coaches Application of this principle can produce 
squads that are distinctly above average in academic 
ability. 
An institution intent on athletic reform should play 
against colleges and universities with a similar aim. 
It is not fair to teams composed of bona fide college 
students to put them up against semipro teams whose 
coaches are expected to win at all costs. In every 
region of the United States there are institutions that 
conduct their athletic programs on the basis I 
describe, although it may be necessary to travel 
some distance to find suitable opponents. 
GOOD SPORTSMANSHIP should be emphasized 
Civility, playing by the rules, and being a good loser 
and a graceful winner are important elements in the 
sports tradition and are essential *jf an athletic 
program is to have educational value 
An institution owes it to its students to provide them 
with expert coaching and good equipment. Just 
because a college or university is not in "big time" 
athletics does not mean it should be content with 
mediocre coaching and facilities. 
In my experience. these principles produces 
striking results The caliber of the players, as 
students and as human beings, rises. Many of our 
varsity players graduate at or near the top of their 
classes and enter first-rate graduate and professional 
schools. 
Also, it is possible to develop teams that are 
spirited, well-coached, and composed of students in 
whom  we can take pride.  I often remind our 
'...and having an 
intelligent coach should be 
worth 20 more!' 
basketball coach that having bright students on the 
team should be worth 20 points, and having an in- 
telligent coach should be worth 20 more! 
Perhaps most important of all, what we are doing 
athletically is in keeping with our announced 
educational goals. We are not cheating, and we have 
no fear of scandal. We sleep well at night, knowing 
that ours is the kind of athletic program a self- 
respecting college ought to provide. 
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Glens Fair Price Store 
Business offers 'unusual 
Hv FRANK JEWELL 
Glens Fair Price Store is not an 
ordinary store. In fact, according to the 
owner. Glen Stiteler. it has been named 
"the most unusual store in Harrison- 
burg" by its customers. 
What's so unusual about Glen's that it 
merits this distinction? For starters. 
Glen stocks a variety of merchandise 
that rivals Kmart's in selection. To top 
it off. he packs it all into one 30-by-60 
foot building that looks like a giant, 
over-stuffed dollhouse on the outside 
and a mountaineer's souvenir shop 
from within. 
As you step through the front door 
and see what's inside, you must pause 
and decide how to handle the visual 
dilemma. Three tiny aisles stretching 
to the back of the store make it appear 
twice as long and half as wide as it 
really is. Every other available space is 
occupied by merchandise. It's stacked, 
piled, shoved, and squeezed into place, 
giving the store a certain cramped, if 
not claustrophobic, quality. 
To your immediate left is the 
checkout counter, behind which is a 
door leading upstairs to Toyland. a 
favorite haunt of youngsters looking to 
see how many different ways they can 
spend Mommy's or Daddy's paycheck. 
Glen has thoughtfully stocked it with 
almost every toy. game or novelty a 
child could want. 
Surrounding the checkout counter is 
the photography equipment. Glen's 
largest selling line. It's equipped to 
satisfy everyone from the most adept 
professional to the most inept amateur. 
He stocks cameras and lenses, bags 
and     cases,     darkroom     supplies. 
projectors, enlargers. photo literature, 
and an enormous supply of film. 
Beyond the camera department are 
cages of parakeets, finches and 
cockatoos along with boxes of ham- 
sters, gerbils. guinea pigs, and mice, 
all beckoning for attention. There's also 
a set of tanks holding tropical fish, 
tucked away in a secluded hallway. 
Passing through the pet section you 
finally come to the back of the store, 
which" is reserved entirely for the" 
patent remedies that will cure anything 
Aunt Myrtle can come down with. And 
just in case you don't get that remedy in 
time, there's a full selection of sym- 
pathy cards for the next of kin. About 
halfway up the aisle next to the cards is 
a large supply of Hummel china 
figures, sitting meticulously in their 
own glass-enclosed case waiting for 
Grandma to add one of them to her 
collection. 
In the front-right corner of the store 
is a smoker's haven, where you can find 
the perfect gift for your favorite 
nicotine connoisseur. There are pipes 
and tobaccos, cigarettes, cigars, and 
numerous smoking accessories, in- 
cluding a "One Step at a Time" 
filtering system to help you quit. 
In the middle of the room are four 
towering shelves that hold so much 
"stuff" the hardwood floor creaks from 
the weight. There are candies, 
brassware. silverware, bar tools, 
jewelry, gift shop knickknacks, and 
accessories for every room in the 
house. 
That's only a selection of what Glen 
has to offer. There are innumerable 
items in his store, and even he doesn't 
(Top left to bottom right) GLEN'S 
FAIR PRICE Is a "visual dilemma." 
There is something of everything for 
ptioios OY TO NMaya 
everybody there. Glen Stiteler shows 
his  treasured Hummel china  plate 
which sells for turn. 
know the total number. "I'm afraid to 
count them." he joked "It was like 
walking into a giant garage sale. You 
name it, he had it." said one customer. 
If Glen doesn't have it. he'll try to get 
it for you in the conscientious Ike 
Godsey tradition, whether he orders it 
himself or directs you to another store. 
He has that "baseball, hotdog, apple 
pie" character that tells you he'd do 
anything to help you out. 
"He really goes out of his way for 
customers." said his son Gary, who 
also works at the store. "The town 
drunk is just as important as any 
customer he's got." 
Both Glen and Gary feel college 
students are important customers, and 
they've proven it by catering to 
students' special needs. Most of their 
student business is in photographic 
supplies.  Students have  found   that 
Glen's is good for other things as well 
like costumes and party supplies. Gary 
said Toyland is very popular with 
college students, as well as the 
"risque" joke department. "We keep it 
behind the counter," he said without 
elaboration. 
"Students have been great with us," 
Gary noted, adding. "We look forward 
to their business." 
They are also firm believers in the 
strength of downtown Harrisonburg. 
"That's one of the reasons of business 
being so good." Gary said, adding that 
his  father's business has done very 
good. The growth of his father's in- 
ventory is one of the best indicate—' of 
what very good is; Glen started off with 
$2,000 worth of merchandise and today 
it has grown to $160,000. 
Why has the Fair Price Store been so 
successful with the rise of more modern 
stores and convenient shopping cen- 
ters'' How does he keep people coming 
hack? One answer may be just what the 
name    suggests—fair    prices.    Glen 
seems to feel it's the personal service 
given to customers by both he and his 
family. "It's a family business." he 
said proudly. "We work hard at it and 
give the Lord the credit." 
"I think they really enjoy what they 
do." one customer commented, and one 
look at either Glen, his wife, son or 
daughter at work will prove it. "We 
have a ball with customers." Gary 
said. "We consider them as friends." 
Karen   Chestnut,   a   freshman   at 
Bridgewater College, has worked at 
Glen's part-time for the past two years. 
She believes Glen and his family feel 
the same about their employees as they 
do about customers. "They're good to 
their employees." she said. "They're 
very good people. They bend over back- 
wards if you ask them for anything." 
Glen has been bending over back- 
wards since the day he began the 
business and it has obviously paid off- 
He opened the Fair Price Store in 1941 
after a tough decision between a career 
in business or the ministry.  "He's a 
very   religious  person."   Gary  said, 
"and he often uses the store as a way of 
witnessing."   Glen feels the Lord led 
him to make the decision he did. "I'm a 
salesman." he said. "If you came in to 
buy a pack of cigarettes I'd try to sell 
voii something else." 
There's plenty of something else to 
choose from now. but there was nothing 
but patent remedies when the store 
began. He added a camera shop and 
other things a little at a time. "It 
gradually grew into this," he ex- 
plained. 
While the inventory at Glen's has 
grown larger, the building it is in has 
not As for opening a new store and 
expanding. Gary said. "We haven't 
reallv thought about it." But then why 
should they? The whole idea is to see 
how much stuff they can get into the 
little store they have—the most unusual 
in town. 
